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Fire Chief Owen Says Water Senator Tillman Was Taken New Mexico's Administration Sleet and High Winds in Okla- - Opposition Does Not Get
Clean as Driven Snow in
Suddenly 111 at the Capitol
Member of City Council or
homa, Arkansas and AdjoinCompany Will Run It If
States.
It.
Comparison.
Today.
One Magistrate.
ing
Buys
City
Fire, which for a time threatened
an entire business block on San Francisco street, caused a 11,000 damage
to the rear of Hayward's Meat Market
on the north side of San Francisco
street at 2 o'clock this morning. The
loss is covered by insurance. Three
tons o yellow wrapping paper fed the
flames which are supposed to have
caught either from a spark from the
stove or from the chimney in the rear
of the building. Only the good fortune of having a breeze from the
southwest instead of from the north is
thought to have prevented a great
conflagration which might have eaten
out the heart of the business district
west of the Claire hotel.
The work of the volunteer firemen
was a subject of much praise today
and their efforts, under trying circumstances, checked the flames and prevented great loss. The intense cold
quickly froze the water that dropped
on their clothes and many of the fire
fighters resembled walking icicles.
George W. Hayward, proprietor of
the damaged market, said today: "It
is a source of great satisfaction that
the loss was not greater and that the
fire did not spread. While it is true
that favorable winds helped confine
it to the rear of the store the heroic
work of the firemen called out at such
an early hour merits the greatest
praise."
Fire Chief Owen said: "The boys
did splendidly and we are all proud of
them for the way they handled the
fire. We had two streams on the
blaze, tapping the plug in front of the
New Mexican office and the other in
front of Salmon's dry goods store. We
were not short of hose, although, it is
true that at first not enough hose
was pulled from the wagon to fight
the flames from the San Francisco
street side."
The fire was discovered by Charles
A. Rising, of the firm of Williams &
Rising, who have a livery on San
Francisco street. "It was just about
2 a. m.," said Mr. Rising this morning, "that I was on my way home and
I smelt smoke. I thought it was com-nifrom the store into which Mr.
had just recently moved and I
hurriedly dispatched one of our men
whom we call Pablo to sound the fire

g

Hay-war- d

gong."
One of the first to respond to the
alarm was Clement Hightower, deputy supervisor of the census. Mr.
Hightower found two or three men
fighting the flames when he got there
and together they did efficient service
until the fire brigade arrived.
"At 10 o'clock last night when I was
about to retire," said Mr. Hightower,
"I saw sparks coming from a chimney in the direction of where the fire
later broke out."
Jerome Delgado, an employe of the
New Mexican, was one of the first
to reach the fire and did excellent
work with an axe he wielded like the
proverbial woodman. He forced an

to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 16. Conditions for a liberal statehood bill in the
near future are favorable. The debts
of the counties probably will be taken
care of.
Delegate Andrews has done
H. O. BURSUM.
good work.
Special

Getting Action.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Feb. 16. The pressure
being brought to bear upon the Senate committee on territories from the
President down, to force an early report on the enabling acts for New
Mexico and Arizona, is intense. Several amendments to the bill were offered at the session of the committee
and will be incorporated when it is
presented to the Senate with a fav"
orable report. The friends of New
Mexico and Arizona, of both parties,
have united and are pulling together
e
for the passage of the amended
bill. Delegate Andrews, Chairman H.
O. Bursum, Judge X. B.
Laughlin, Hon. Charles A. Spiess and
Payton are in continuous consultation with Senators who are members
of the committee and
are working
Bev-eridg-

like

Trojans.
Delegate Andrews has secured the
establishment of postoffices and the
appointment of postmaster at Havener,

Curry county,

L. B.

Donahoe,

postmaster; Heaton, McKinley county, Thomas C. Walker,
postmaster,
and at Sedan, Union county, Amos B.
Christerson, postmaster.
Washington, Feb. 16. No morning
comsession of the Ballinger-Pincho- t
mittee was held today, adjournment
having been taken until two o'clock
this afternoon. Henry M. Hoyt, the
attorney general for Porto Rico, who
was consulted frequently by Glavis
when Mr. Hoyt was United States attorney at Seattle, probably will succeed Glavis on the witness stand.
Pensions for Worthy Veterans.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 16. Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews introduced a bill for the relief of Pablo
Eugenio Romero. The bill carries
compensation for Navajo depredations.
Delegate Andrews has succeeded in
securing the following pensions from
the bureau of pensions:
Locario Paid
Vigil, of Velarde, $15 a month from
December 21, 1909, for services in the
independent company of New Mexico
Mounted Volunteer Infantry; and of
$15 a month for James E. Downey of
Silver City, who served in the 132 In-- !
diana Infantry, and of $8 a month for
Alexander Delph of Mineosa, who
served in Company H, 20th U. S. In$3,-00-

0

fantry.
Conservation

Bills.

Washington, Feb. 16. All administration bills providing for the conservation of natural resources will be considered by a
of the
Senate committee on public lands, to
be composed of Senators Smott, chairman; Clark, of Wyoming; Dixon,
Chamberlain and Hughes. Hearings
will be given.
asentrance to the rear and with the
sistance of Mr. Hightower and oth- Postal Savings Bill Doomed to Defeat.
Washington, Feb. 16. Unless Sen-ers, he prepared the way for the- hose ator
Root can be induced to withdraw
company which soon had a stream !or
his amendment
materially
playing on the huge pile of wrapping to the Postal modify
Savings Bank bill reof
was
which
mass
a
paper
seething
quiring the investment of the postal
flames.
in United States bonds, that
Two theories have been advanced deposits
measure probably will 'be defeated in
by eye witnesses of the fire as to its the Senate. The friends of the bill
origin. One is that the stove In the today
practically admit that situation.
rear of the meat market or In. the
Ralph Cameron's bill apDelegate
room where the fire broke out caused
$110,000 for the construcpropriating
the fire by shooting out sparks and tion of roads and permanent improveanother is that in some way sparks ments in the Grand Canyon reserve,
fell from the chimney and started the was referred to the committee on
blaze.
It is said, however, that appropriations.
traces could be found of how the fire
Delegate Cameron secured an ineat its way from the stove to the crease
of pension from the pension
wood work and then to the tons of pa- bureau for
Elijah S. Junior, of Pres-co- t
per several feet away.
, to $20.
The loss is estimated as $500 on maUnijed States Attorney R. E. Morchinery, including a sausage making rison of Arizona, son of Judge A. L.
machine, and the sum of $500 on pa- Morrison of Santa Fe, is here.
per bags, cases, spices, sausage covRepresentative Stephens has introers and wrapping paper.
a bill that postmasters and rurduced
The value of the entire stock and al
furnish
carriers
fixtures of the Hayward concern has with a list of namesany Congressman
served, upon rebeen estimated at $15,000 and at the quest for such information.
time of the outbreak of the fire there
Senator Tillman Taken III.
were 25 tons of ice in his large reD. C., Feb. 16. SenaWashington,.
of
and
large quantities
frigerator
- South
tor
of
Tillman
Carolina, was
meat. Just how many tons of Ice
melted during the heat of the fire has taken suddenly ill today on the steps
not been estimated. The meat that of the capitol. Later he was removed
was not in the refrigerator is said to to his home, where ' he is under the
have been admirably smoked and care of a physician.
"cured" and there were many jokers
Notary Public Appointed.
today who asked Mr. Hayward the
price of smoked steaks, and fried Governor Curry Today appointed
sausages. Hundreds of oranges and Louis Garcia of Springer, Colfax
apples and eggs were in the front part. county, a notary public.
-

,

Albany, Feb.

If'..

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 16. An exPhiladelphia, Pa,, Feb. lfi. Reform,
treme fall in temperature, ranging which has many times gone down to
from r( degrees at Sedalia, Mo., where defeat, only to come up again for anit was S above this
morning, to 22 other fight, received its hardest blow
degrees at Fort Smith, Ark., where it in the municipal election here
was 2S above, was recorded in the
when the Republican organizasouthwest during the last 21 hours. tion swept the city and won everyIn parts of Kansas a blinding snow thing it started out to get. Not one
storm, accompanied by high winds reformer was elected to the city counprevails and in northern Oklahoma cil or to the board of magistrates.
sleet and wind storms are reported.
The temperature at Kansas City has SEVENTY YEAR OLD
fallen 40 degrees since yesterday.
CHIEF CAPTURES OUTLAW.
Drop of 58 Degrees.
Kansas City, Feb. 16. The temper- Tom Hansen, Who Killed Two Men
Whose Testimony Convicted
ature has fallen from thirty to forty-fou- r
is Now in Jail.
since
northdegrees
yesterday in
ern Texas and Iowa. A remarkable
El Paso, Texas,
Feb. IC. Tom
'
drop was recorded at Abeline, Texas, Hansen, the Arizona convict, who r
where the thermometer was 24 this
his release from prison, carried
morning after 82 was registered yes- out his threat and killed two men
terday.
whose testimony convicted him, was
'
Albuquerque Reports Zero.
captured yesterday on a mountain
Feb. 16. Intensely near Globe, Ariz. The capture was efAlbuquerque,
cold weather, accompanied by a heavy fected by Chief Chilchuana, TO years
wind and snow, prevails over north old.
found more
evidence of probable ern and central New Mexico today.
graft in the state printing depart- Zero temperatures are reported at a MME. YAW HERE
ment. They have found that the fig- number of places.
AND IS DELIGHTED.
ures on sales made and cash paid out
Blizzard in Colorado.
do not agree with the waybills of
Denver, Feb. 16. Snow driven by Says Santa Fe is Most Interesting
goods actually delivered and
they a wind of almost hurricane velocity
City in World Is Guest of
have gone to Cincinnati to examine and accompanied by an extreme drop
Mrs. G. W. Prichard.
the records of deals between the Day- in temperature prevailed over eastern
Mme. Ellen
Beach Y
world
ton agent of the Queen City Paper and central Colorado and
Wyoming famed soprano Jav pi
not(1(1
Company and former State Printer last night and today. At Denver the lhltist
aml Clln.ier riming pianist ac- Mark Slater, for whom a warrant is mercury dropped from 30 above yeste,- C(Mnanled by Mme. Yaw.s hnsballd
out.
AtLov!" and general manner Vere Gold- UZ t0r.1
,hwaile- "rived here thi afternoon
AFFINITY WAS MERELY
At Greeley, a
of f
ueAlm
Mme Yaw is the
were
OF PLATONIC VARIETY. buildings
. .
.
unrooted and trees up,
'
rooted. Telegraph wires are prostrate
one
pupils
at
Fort
Collins
winand plate glass
Saw Mrs. Hendricks Bump Her Own
1
am, dellhtod with this wonder- (lows were shattered chimneys blown Fill
Head Against a Wall as Well
,1
J
,l"
""'
considerable
done
ima,I uuur
'downy
damage
by sonrano
. - as Child's.
this
"and
'I the wind which blew 75
think
it
afternoon,
miles aii hour
is no exaggeration to say that it is
. ,
.
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 1G. Laura
the most wonderful, the most interest- Canon City, 56! ,
Steamboat .
,,
Biggar talked about the $100,000 suit
0St a"C'ent C'ty
M e."
Grand
Buena
Springs.
Vista
Junction,
Mrs.
Charles C Hendricks.
1 ni,ed States'
brought by
m
the
"I dislike to talk about the case be- and Antonito all report damage by
After
Mme. Yaw proceeded
cause it might necessitate saying the high winds. A blizzard raged in to visit resting,
the mountains.
interesting
spots in Santa Fe.
something unkind about Mrs.
Sne
remain here until Friday.
One Below at Tucumcari.
she remarked, but continued:
Her manager stated that Mme. Yaw
El Paso, Feb. 16. Trains on the
"I must say that every word in the Dawson
in northern
railroad
New had sung to capacity houses in El
complaint made by Mrs. Hendricks is Mexico are tied up by a
heavy snow. Paso and all along the line and had
false wickedly false. The testimony The thermometer
one be- - pleased her audiences not only with
registered
was absurd. My relations with Dr. low at Tucumcari
her classical selections, but with the
this morning.
Hendricks were platonic and at the
many good old English and American
beginning were purely professional. To SPECIAL TRAIN TO
songs she sang as encores between
prove that I consider Dr. Hendricks as
MILLS INAUGURATION, the regular numbers on the program.
my medical adviser I can show a reMiss Yaw's program for tomorrow
ceipt for $50,000 which was paid him Two Hundred Las Vegans Will Come night's recital is as follows:
to the Capital With Excursion
recently for seven years' medical atRussian Nightingale
Alabieff
tention.
of the Elks.
Madam Yaw.
"I dislike to say anothing unkind
Andante and Scherzo
Ganne
about Mrs. Hendricks but I might menSays the Las Vegas Optic:
Mr piowe
tion that I have seen her take a baby
"Believing that anything worth do- - Bell Song (LaUme) . . .'
Delibes
child and slam its head against the ing is worth doing well, the Elks and
Madam Yaw
wall. Sometimes she used to run anu the Optic have evolved a plan to run Preiudium
MacDowell
bump her own head against a wall." a special train to Santa Fe on the oc- - shadow
MacDowell
casion cf Governor W. J. Mills' inau- Mr Demin- 1.
on
March
guration
Already arBASEBALL SEASON
have been made for secur- - My Mther Blds Me Blnd M' "air.
WILL BE LONGER. rangements
Hajdn
" ' ' ' ' ' ' ' oV " V "u
ing the special train and all that re- .gebl.ches Staendschen . .Brahms
mains necessary to make the plan a
Madam Yaw.
Chicago, Feb. 16. The Western success is to have a guarantee that
Melotlle
Baseball League will play 168 games seventy-fivLTurneaux
people will make the trip.
'r- Plowe.
the coming season. While no formal Alreadv annlicatinns
for nrnnnimnHa- Caro Xonle RlS0letto)
vote has been taken the overwhelm- tions on this train have
Verdi
commenced to
Madam Yaw.
ing majority of the club owners have come in and it looks as if a few extra
announced themselves in favor of a cars would have to be added to satisfy The wind
Alkan
Mr- Deming.
longer season. The season probably all those who will want to go. In place
will open on April 20 and close on of seventy-fiv- e
the minimum number Ma Scene (Lucia di Lammermoor)
October 4.
Donizetti
required for the special, ,it looks as
if two hundred would go.
Flute Obligato.
Madam Yaw.
"The Elks first proposed running a
'private Pullman for members and
'
ELKINS
their families, but today upon the
Installing Water Stream Gauges,
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart has re-tsuggestion of the Optic, readily agreed
make it a special train instead turned to Santa Fe from installing an
to be known as the Elks special.
automatic stream gauge in the Pecoi
"The plan now is to have this train river at Santa Rosa and will also
Las Vegas on the morning of stal a gauge on the upper Pecos at
He also visited southwest-o'clocShe Is Niece of United States the day set for the inauguration at 6 Cow,es.
running through to Santa Fe ern Jv;ew Mexico on a stream nieas-- .
and arriving at the capital about 10 urernent trip and reports that the Gila
Senator who Formerly
a. m., the hour set for the beginning and the San Francisco and their trib-o- f
Lived in New Mexico
the inauguration day program. Re- - "taries are quiet now. He noticed
turning the special train with leave considerable activity in the Mogollon
the capital after the inaugural ball. mi"ing district. The Fannie mine is
SIMPLY WAS TIRED OF LIFE However,
anyone who wishes to re- - again being worked energetically and
main over until the following day and 50 t0 60 men are being employed on
return on one of the regular trains tne Socorro mine, which under its
Complained That She Had no will have the privilege of doing so, new manager, an old and famous
tickets being good on any train mer member of the IT. S. Geological
Home Nor Friends.- - Will
within the time limit of the Survey and an expert mining engin-on- e
returning
Probably Recover.
fare for the round trip which eer promises to produce results very
special rate has been announced by pleasing to its owners.
Kansas City, Feb. 16. Miss Agnes the Santa Fe Railway Company for
FATE OF THE TUG NINA IS
Elkins, niece of United States Sena- the inauguration.
tor Elkins, of West Virginia, shot herSTILL A DEEP MYSTERY.
"It is proposed to take the May- self today in her room at the local flower band along, and flags and ban- hotel. The bullet passed below her ners suitable for the occasion are be- - Washington,','D. C, Feb. 16. The
heart. Physicians believe that she ing prepared. In fact nothing will be tug reported spoken off at Montauk
has a chance for recovery. She left spared to make the Las Vegas dele- - point on Sunday by the steamer Bay- a note on her dressing table which gation conspicuous on this occasion view, and which was thought to be
said: "I am tired of life, and have no and to let the people of the Territory missing, the United States navy tug
home nor friends." Misa Elkins was know that Las Vegas is proud of its Nina, was the navy tug Apache. The
25 years of age and had ambitious to new governor and also of the fact fate of the Nina is as much a
mystery
become an actress.
that he is from this city."
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Plant to Built at Junction with
Mora River East
of Santa Fe.

Senator Conger's

assertion yesterday that the Republican state committee got contributions
from the Bridge Company's "Legislative Protection fund" in 1902, has only strengthened the determination of
the Republican leaders here to extend
the bribery investigation without delay. In whatever way the circumstances of the contribution during the
chairmanship of Colonel G. W. Dunn
may be explained, party leaders here
seem to realize it will be a suicidal
attempt to stifle the investigations.
The charges against Senator
Allds
have all but sunk from public attention in the flood of more important
revelations. The Senate is now expected to hurry Allds' inquiry to a
close and then to proceed with the
investigation along the lines of Conger's testimony.
Public Printing Scandal.
Columbus, Ohio, Feb. 16. Chairman
Ritter and Expert Examiner Frank
Brown announced today that they had

PECOS

o

S

j

for-the- ir

Governor Curry was notified today
officially of the death of Rafael Romero Iopez, county commissioner for
the second district of Mora county.
The vacancy will be filled as soon as
a suitable recommendation has been
made by the Republican central com
mittee of Mora county.
Busy in District Court.
In the case of Dr. Hendricks, erstwhile editor of the Albuquerque Sun,
the Democratic organ, against Judge
Ira A. Abbott, of Albuquerque, damages for false imprisonment, the general demurrer to the complaint was
sustained today by Judge John R. Mc-Fi- e
on the ground that the complaint
does not. state any ground for an action, as a suit of tnis nature for damages will not lie against a judge acting in his official capacity.
In the case of Haywood vs. J. E.
damages for breach of contract, Judge McFie today overruled
a demurrer to the complaint and gave
twenty days in which to answer.
A demurrer to the complaint of
vs. the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway Company, brought
to this district by agreement of the
attorneys, was argued yesterday afternoon before Judge McFie, Colonel R.
E. Twitchell appearing for the defendant and A. 11. Harllee of Silver City
for the defendant. The case is one of
damages for the death of a man on the
railroad.
Counsel
requested until
Pet-terso- n

Saturday to

file

memorandum briefs.

The point that was argued was, that
before action can be brought under
the statute, the prescribed statutory
notice must be given and it must be
alleged in the complaint that such
notice was given, so as to give jurisdiction. A case from 210 U. S. was
cited in which' the New Mexico statute on that subject, was construed and
it was held that such notice is a preThis statute has since
requisite.
been disapproved by Congress but the
suit was brought before this disapproval.
A temporary injunction was granted today by Judge John R. McFie in
the case of Frank M. Quinn vs. Frank
Koenig, et al., from San Juan county,
permitting the plaintiff to enter upon
the lands of the Independent and other ditch companies and of the complainants to enlarge his ditch and
spillways to carry the maximum of
6.4 second feet granted by the approval of an application for that
amount by the territorial
engineer.
The water is taken out of the Las
Animas.
Judge McFie also granted a temporary injunction in the case of Frank
A. Burdick vs. Joseph Moore, et al.,
against an obstruction of a road,
which plaintiff claims that he not only
has an easement but that it is a pub
lie highway. The writ is returnable
on March 16.
on the Upper
Power Proposition
Pecos.

Territorial Engineer Vernon

L. Sul-

livan today approved the application
of Engineer Ernest H. Fischer of Albuquerque, formerly of Santa Fe, for
a large power proposition on the upper Pecos and its tributary, the Mora,

just due east of

Santa

Fe about

miles. A maximum appropriation of 150 second feet is granted
to develop 5,000 horsepower at a cost
of $150,000 to supply Las Vegas, Santa
twenty-fiv- e

Fe and

Albuquerque with electric

power by means of high voltage transmission lines. The application is No.s
244 and is in lieu of an earlier application withdrawn by Mr. Fischer. The
grant is subject to prior power and irrigation rights, including the prior
rights of J. P. Conner of this city.
Mr. Fischer was formerly stationed
at Cimarron and has filings on a num-,be- r
of power propositions in the terri-- j
tory, including one on the Nambe,
and it is certain that actual construction work will be begun on them within a short time.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Taos Printing and Publishing Company of Taos, Jose Montaner,
New Mexico agent. The capitalization
is $10,000, divided into 100 shares.
The incorporators and directors are:

Jose Montaner, 50 shares, president
and editor of Re vista de Taos; J.
Wight Giddings, vice- - president and
editor of the Taos Valley News, 25
shares; A. Clarence Probert, treasurer, 25 shares, all of Taos. It is proposed to merge the plants of the two
newspapers named, to install a linotype and to give the Taos valley
newspapers.
first-cla-

ss
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Wheat

Old

DAILY

UP.

PITIFUL CHE OF

WHOM GOD HATH JOINED.
We have sipped the cui of sorrow,
Thou and I.
We have waited a tomorrow,
Thou and I.
We have watched beside a bed,
Bending o'er a little head,
Crushed beneath a weight of dread;
Thou and I.

Imperial
Jersev Cream

Pansy
Also VABIFTY FRESH YRAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe

No. 40

Telephone

diphtheria.
Traveling
H. C.

8'

8

Men Hurt in a Runaway
A. W. Alldridge

Goods.

of'

MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDEEMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

FRANK

F-

The Spanish
retreat being conducted by the Rev.
A. Itesa and the Rev. Ildefonse Pujol
at the Cathedral has been largely attended and the exericses have been
followed with deep interest and genuine devotion. Father Resa is from
San Marcos, Texas, and Father Pujol
from San Antonio, Texas, although
both are natives of Spain and speak
the Castilian language in all its
oeauiy. i neir sermons uave ueen. ue- clared masterpieces by those who
understand and appreciate the beautiful language which Charlves V. de
clared is fit to be spoken to the gods,
AFTER

MSK'd...

GORMLEY

-

SANTA FE. N. M.

Preachers

J. D. MULLIGAN

RESIDENOK

NIGHT PHONE

VVT)

Given Carefu
Personal Attention

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

OUR Ground

AND

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

Mia lea

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

HERSCH

LEO

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anA

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN BOUSE IN SANTA PE.

DIAMONDS

Qm

YONTZ wvrC"ES

MEXICAN FILIGREE
4 ,WtLHT

Tested and

Fm1

by Up-'Date Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco 8t.

I

For

Chapped
Hands

-

SANTA FE, N. M.

FCS HALF

PHONE 36

Denver,

Colo.,

forecast

Feb.
for

1

HOUSE

j3
M

testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY

R

Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

P

&

Take Hall's Family Pills for

CO.,

IN THE

CITY.

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Frietds coining: to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of s many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send ihem away
from our Ptorp pleaded and happy.
HOW DID WE DO THIS YOU ASK
"Listen, We absolutely guarantee to
an 9 person in the City of Santa Fp, or
vicinitv a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Raaor
thatycu may possess and can oe operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
give you a demonstration of this Strop
any t me you find it convenient to call,
and would bp plpaspd to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR" and let us put an
tdge on it for you.

New
Snow flurries this
afternoon or tonight and cold- er. Thursday generally (air
and cold.

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
F O. BROWN Agent.
Phone No. 23 Red

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

DEAR FRIENDS:

Mexico:

s

CENTURY

THE SAME OLD STORY

10.

'Gay Young Men Arrested John
Long arid Daniel Webster, young men,
who are reported to have cut a wide
swath at Las Vegas, were arrested
yesterday upon telegraphic instructions of Chief of Police Armstrong of
Denver,
Colder Weather
Predicted The
weather maker is real mean for just
when Santa Fe wants to show off to
its distinguished visitor, Miss Ellen
Beach Yaw, who knows something
about fine Italian climates, he sends
the city the worst dose of bad weather it has had in a long while and predicts that tomorrow it will be still
colder. Last night, the temperature
dropped to 11 degrees, which is not
as much of a tumble as Kansas City
reports today. The maximum in the
shade yesterday was 48 degrees, and
72 in the sun. The relative humidity
was down to 30 per cent last evening and it is no wonder therefore that
the
only a trace of snow covered
ground this morning despite a stormy
effort of the skies to unload. The
wind attained a maximum velocity of
30 miles an hour last night but the
way it howled around eaves' of houses,
There is more Catarrh in this sec- caused many a man aroused from his
tion of the country than all other dis- slumbers to imagine it was 80 miles
eases put together, and until the last an hour. Last year, today, was clear
few years was supposed to be incur- and pleasant with a maximum temperable. For a great many years doctors ature in the shade of 47 degrees and
a minimum of 29 degrees.
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by con(Continued on Page Eight.)
stantly failing to cure with local treatment,
incurable.
it
pronounced
PILES CURc.O IN 6 10 14 DAYS
Science has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional disease and therefore PAZO OINTMKNTis puaranteed to cure
caseof Itching, Blind Bleedinn or Proconstitutional
treatment. any
requires
truding Piles In 6 to 14 days or money reHall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by funded. 59c.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
fails to cure. Send for circulars and

A
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;

Weather

m

only the best
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oodDavi
HARDWARE CO.
Phone
No 14

Phone

If It's Hardware Te Have It

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

oal

Smithirg

i

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

No 14

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

TAKZTUrs..vpUof.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Ueras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
ASK FOR A

FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
ONLY AT

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

For Best Laundry Work

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Price
Right Goods
Right Servioo

GOOD CLOTHES PROBLEM

minor city topics

IPErM LAUNDRY

mm

THE

Chocolate Coated Pills. 2.V. per vial of 60) are sold
throughout the world. Potter DniK A ( hem. Corp.,
Sole Props., i:i5 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
Cutieura Book, an Authorinr Mailed tree,
ity on tue Treatment o( Skm and Hair Troubles

Mc-Cre-

pen ion
office
PHONE

ICQ
100

tered pimples.
would
They
break the skin

Spokane, Wash., Feb. 10. Three
hundred members
of the order in
Washington, Idaho, Oregon and Montana and the provinces of British Columbia and Alberta will invade
early in April to capture the
next session of the Imperial Council
of the Shrine for Spokane in 1911.
The chamber of commerce, which has
received assurance of the support of
the entire northwest from the Rocky
mountains to the Pacific coast, will be
officially represented by V. S.
H. G. West and Dr. H. W. Allen
who will take with them a car of
50,000 big red apples, the pick of a
.score or more orchards in various
parts of the country and a number
of novelties designed to attract attention to the remarkable growth
and progress of tne Paciuc northwest
in the last few years, showing also
what has been accomplished in the
cities and towns since 1900. C. M.
Fassett, president of the organiza
tion, announced that every effort will
be made to land the 1911 meeting for
Spokane.

Undertaker and Embalmer

JLV

-

Cutlnira Ro;e (2oc). Cmtrura Ointment t50c.)
and Cutieura Resolvent 50r.). (nr in IhP form o!

IMPERIAL COUNCIL
OF MYSTIC SHRINE.

New-Orlean-

AT C
mUTTU"CO
11 1J AXkJF

t;.?'-

May 4, 100!)."

X

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

"

At first it seemed
to ie a lew nias- -

j:,

as you like them

Our old customers need no urging. To
those who have not worn our garments
we will say that a trial order will solve

-

.

reported."
Eloquent

Jy"

and peel off leaving the underneath skin red as
though it were scalds. Then a few
more pimples would appear and spread
all over the body leaving the baby all
raw without skin from head to foot.
On top of her head there appeared a
heavy scab a quarter of an inch thick. It
was awful to see so small a baby look as
she did. Imagine! The doctor was afraid
to put his hands to the child. We tried
several doctors' remedies but all failed.
"Then we decided to try Cutieura.
Bv using the Cutieura Ointment we
softened the scab and it came off. Under
this, where the real matter was, by
washing with the Cutieura Soap and
applying the Cutieura Ointment, a new
skin soon appeared. We also gave baby
four drops of the Cutieura Resolvent
three time's daily. After three days you
could see the body paining a little skin
which would peel off and heal underneath. Now tho baby is four months
old. She is a fine picture of a fat little
baby and all is well. We only used one
cake of Cutieura Soap, two boxes of
Cutieura Ointment and one bottle of
Cutieura Resolvent. If people would
know what Cutieura i". there would be
Mrs. Joseph
few suffering with eczema.
Kossmann. 7 St. John's Place, Ridge-woo- d
Heights, L. 1.. N. Y., Apr. 30 and

Railroaders Fired Says the Las
Vegas Optic: "Yesterday was an off
day with five local Santa Fe employes
in the train service. Two engineers,
one brakenian, and two firemen were
given their 'walking' papers, so it is

Leather and Leather Ebony

TRY

i- -

ty.

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,

PICTURE

1

j

Smith and

We make them

like a skinned
'V:X- rabbit. We were
n a b e to put
VVii uclothes
on her.

Las Vegas, had their wrists broken'
and were otherwise injured by being!
thrown out of a carriage while going
from Cleveland to Mora, Mora coun-- j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

JL

"Our baby when two months old was
uffering with terrible eczema from head
to toot, an over
her body. The
baby looked just

Death of Infant Eulalia, daughter
of .Vlr. and Mrs. llargarito Ulibarri,
died at has Vegas.
Diphtheria at Las Vegas The home
of C. L. Bailey at Las Vegas, has been
quarantined on account of the illness
of their daughter Marie Mann with

CALL AfJD SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

The Man who buys them gets what he is
entitled to. ALL WOOL CLOTH excellent trimming and the handiwork of
the most skilled tailors that good wages
will secure.

CUTICURA REMEDIES

--

COM

BROS.

When We Make Clothes

CURED AT SLIGHT COST
BY

Incorporated 1903.

SELIuIN

When Two Months Old, Baby had
Pimples Spread All Over Body-B- roke
and Left Skin Like a Scald
An Awful Sight
Doctor Afraid
to Put His Hands on the Child.

Shall we break the ties that bind us
Thou and I.
Shall we put those days behind us,
Thou and I.
God has wed with grief and pain,
Shall we prove that union vain,
Shall we go our ways again,
Thou and I?
J. G. McClaugheri.y in The Circle.

inter Grocery Co.

Established 1856.

SKIS nSEKSE

We have owned our helplessness,
Thou and I.
We have sought God in distress,
Thou and I.
We have shed a common tear
When no other help was near,
Prayed together in our fear,
Thou and I.

Bobolink

?LZc&

ROUND

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSU RANGE buslne

to loan

on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of Interest

PHONE 213

The roughness and redness of chapped sin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

Zook's

Pharmacy
located in Claire Hotel
WEST SIDF ?LAZA

J

a
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
MAKES

RAPID

HEADWAY.

Kidney disease advances so rapidly

Us

that many a person is firmly in

MlHffSECREf

There is Only One

CI

Add This Fact to Your Store of
Knowledge.

New Mexico Military Institute
HOSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of th 6outhwet."
Armv Ofi.cers Detailed oy War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IS CLASS

Th Wet

That is

grasp before aware of its progress.
Prompt attention should be given the
Experience Has Taught Ofslightest symptom of kidney disorder.
ficial That Men Are InveIf there is a dull pain in the back,
a
or
tired,
headaches, dizzy spells
terate Gossips.
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is
atand
irregular
dark,
tended with pain, procure a good kidURBM CONGESTION EXPENSIVE
ney remedy at once.
recommend
Your
townspeople
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read the statement of this Santa Fe citizen:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and used
them for pains in rny back which
had troubled me at intervals for three
years. Doan's Kidney Pills brought
prompt relief and proved so satisfactory that I willingly gave a public
statement in their favor. Now, after
two and a half years have passed. I
gladly confirm every word of that
I can add that I have
testimonial.
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
the ma more thorough trial and have
received the greatest possible benefit.
I know that this remedy is a sure cure
fir backache and kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
emits. Foster-ltilbiirNew York, solo agents for the United
S rates.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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"A."
Through Academic courp, preparing young

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IM OHE DAY.

Always remember the full name.
tor this signature on every bur

men for college or (or business life, tire&l
amount of open air work. Hraitblefl location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
oi tbe beautiful Pecos Val'.cy the jfarden
spot of the West at an e'evatlot, of 3,700

Look

:oc.

1

f0JC

growth of
Task of Weighing the Nails rural
For a long time
and
West of Mississippi
been endeavoring

feel above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
luie rain or snow during session.
Elven Officers and Instructe-s- , all graduates from slardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroiijrnly furnished, ueaidJ. light
ed and modern lr ail respects.
E. A. Catioou, President; W
RRtiENTS
O, Hanilllou. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasure,-- ; W. M. At Klaxon Secretary, and W
A FlDlav
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue

mails of all kinds.! an old cot bed, with newspapers for
:hn ni:lroads have coverlets, a broken down chair, and
U) haw the method a small
coal shovel.
She used the
Missouri.
of weighing thf mails changed, so shovel to cook the scraps of food over
that the l ompi'iisanon can be fixed an-- the furnace fire in the rear of the
nually instead of eve: v four years. In lias, uieiit in which she lived."
war
Chicago, Feb. 16. Persistent
the
west, they sa, the amount of mail
Woman Can Keep Secret.
against Irish caricatures is. likely lo carried increases bv a large amount! For keeping secrets give Chief of
have them about banished from Chi- - during the four-yea- r
In Police Steward of Chicago a woman
period.
cago for this St. Patrick's day, a great many c ases the heavy mail of a mag-- stenographer, noi a man. His experiday for the sons and daughters of azine, for instance, mis been trans-- ! ence in the postal service with femiaddress.
Erin in Chicago, for isn't President l'erred from one road lo anoiher by a nine secretaries and of late in the poCOL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Taft the guest of the Irish Fellowship change in the location of t.he publish lice service with the other sort has
Superintendent.
the day and good luck to him? The ing office, so that one road has been convinced him that, all adages to the
Irish Literary Society started ihe war paid for business it did not handle contrary, womankind can hold its
on the sale of post-cardpigs, pipes while the other road carried the ad- tongue on matters of importance and
trust. He sent a request to the civil
"Paddies," whisky bottles, hods, and ditional weight free.
for a confidential
j service commission
"ther green goods for a green peoCentennial H'istory of Chicago.
and specified "woman pre- ple," and went about it systematical
From outpost garrison to city of secretary
e
,
i
to; the world
ciuwui. i.:.
ly a. rominittee beine annointed
ins prei ei euee,
irni'u. "
power is the record of Chi- he
of
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
said:
list
make
a
"Well, there won't
visit the stores and
frankly
cago which will be told in a centen-- J
t
tv,a m,Mt nf thP Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
those which displayed the objection- nial history now in process of prepa- be so many secrets get out." This is
has been throughly tested by the
this
In
also
of
the
souvenirs.
able pictures and
many captains Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
experience
miles west
ration by a board of editors which
miraculous cures attested to in the
of
a
habit
of
it
the police force was no small aid, for includes J. Seymour
many
being
industry,
Currey, honor- confidential
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheurare
to
secretaries
shut
the
is
the officer
comparatively
ary vice president of the Illinois HisBar-ancmatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
whose name does not bear unmistak- torical Society, Bishop Fallows, Judge compartment, of their mind containing Fe, and about twelve miles from
on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
office secrets until they open their
Station,
Syphilitic
able testimony to families of Ireland. Holdom, Isham
Justice
Randolph,
from which point a and Mercurial
desks
Grande
With
next
the
Railroad,
Scrofula,
Affections,
young
In fact the city's official list has Carter and
morning.
Boutell
Congressman
men there often are intimate friends daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comstrong Irish ring to it from B. J.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL R. R- others.
The story now is to
among
Mayor Busse's secretary and be told in full from the year of lfi"3 and a girl, one who feels no obliga- The temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathROUND TRIP
OME FAKE
factotum, down to the sidewalk and when the written record was begun tion to keep still. The rule of "No from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2."i0 per day; $15 per week; $50
Women" in one big office after an- carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
sewer inspectors. The Irish Fellow- by Father
Marquette on his voyage of
TO EL
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
very dry and delightful
ship Club's prior invitation to Presi- discovery with Joliet. The lore of his- other is being modified.
dent Taft seemed a dozen times like- torical societies is to be compiled inyear round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracAviation Wek Feb. 25.27
ly to upset plans of prominent Repub- to five volumes which are likely to
In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
Exhibitions by the Great
lican and commercial bodies for it. revive many forgotten episodes
of goes wrong, then the organ that this valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
was made plain to them that in Chi- the city's astounding development nerve controls will also surely fail. from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 3 a. m. and
cago t.he President was a guest of from footpaths to subways
Disputed It may be a Stomach nerve, or it may contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
last and all the time. points are now being settled and pho- - have given strength and support to These wvers contain 1.C2C.24 grains same day. For further particulars
Irish
the
first,
The man who flew a mile
It was Dr. of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Weighing the Mails.
tographic copies are being made of the Heart, or Kidneys.
high in Los Angeles.
all the paintings and pictures of land Shoop that first pointed to this vital
the
of
task
weighing
The
huge
8.45 a- m
Leave Santa Ke
mails on railroads extending west of marks and early day structures, old truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was
10 40 p.
Arrive Kl I'uso
ill,
s
at not made to dose the Stomach nor to
the Mississippi and Missouri rivers Fort Dearborn with
RKTURNING
( oontv- N M
Oj ) Caliente.
has been prepared for in Chicago the corners facing John Kinzie's temporarily stimulate the Heart or
8.a m
Leave El Paso
method
An-lv9.45 p. m.
Santa Fe
general offices with special care be- house across the Chicago river, and Kidneys. That
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
one
first
built
of
of
the
evidence
cause
logs,
the
postoffice,
of
overcharging
$13.40 Round Trip $13.40 which has been submitted to the on the prairie in 1838, where now is goes directly to these failing inside
J. P. LYNG,
to the Lake street nerves.
The remarkable success of
postoffice committees of Congress in the approach
C. T. & P. A.
The
boats
when
in
this
demonstrates the
is
deficit
bridge.
days
prescription
the
packet
that
postoffice
proof
part due to excessive pay for transpor- plied daily up and down the Illinois wisdom of treating the actual cause
tation. Each year mail weighing is and Michigan canal the "TadroIe of these failing organs. And it is
of today have been pointed deed easy to prove. A simple five or
done in one of four sections into
r
which the country has been divided to as most important to the destinies ten days test will surely tell. Try it
by the postoffice department and this of the commerce which has built the once, and see! Sold by Stripling-citto a point where it now is grow-- j Burrows Co.
year the district west of the .Missisthe very immensity of its pop-from
105
turn.
by
ing
For
its
has
days
sippi
TO
noon February 17 every pouch and ulation. The great fire and the CATTLE RECEIPTS
sack will be weighed by government World's Fair are other milestones
WERE DISAPPOINTING.
clerks at every postal station to de- pointed to as the significant events of
termine the pay to the railways for Chicago's century of existence.
Buyers Were Less Willing to Pay a
the ensuing four years. There has
Postal Savings Bill.
Premium on the Higher Priced
been lively shipping of scales and of
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
to
fail
who
That Congressmen
Steers Few Sades Made.
blanks. The western mails have nusue ior uie postal sawugs uauiv
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
grown at an astounding rate, for ad bill will hear unmistakably from their
increased
has
tremendously
vertising
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
constituents is daily shown in the mail
Kansas City Stock Yards, Feb. 10
the letter mail (first class) as well as of the Postal Savings Bank League in
disa
were
week
Cattle
last
receipts
Payable Tnrougaout the United States. Canada. Meiico
the third and fourth classes, especial- letters from rich and poor and in all
exto
in
every
the
periodday
buyers
A HORSE KNOWS
general advertising
ly
and all Foreign Countries.
parts of the country, even the east. appointment
icals. This was illustrated by the Occasional letters from bankers dis- - cept Tuesday, and prices either higher
where he is well treated. At our
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
showing made to the congressional
livery stable the horses "we rent LOOK committees that one month's mailings close the diverse views among them, or were firm each day except Tuesof
a
also
lack
of
personal knowledge
like horses that are perfectly kept.
with a net advance of 10 to 25
of Woman's World from Chicago on the measure.
The dictum of thi day,
Our turnouts are the finest in this which
was
for the week. .Buyers were less
of
cents
$4,000
paid pro- American Bankers' Association is acpostage
part of the country, and we rent them duced postal business within thirty
cepted with complacency
by some. willing to pay a premium on the highBY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK
days for half of the advertisers Breckenridge Jones, president of a er
priced steers than on medium to
to over $40,000 profitable big St. Louis bank, wrote: "You asat reasonable rates to responsible amounting
lower
postal business that helped to reduce sume very much in lecturing on patri cheap cattle, and it was the
parties. Your own horses boarded.
the postoffice deficit. This year the otism on a question on which the grades that received the most adweighing of mails will be made with American Bankers' Association seem vance. The meat boycott has ceased
1
especial reference to the second-clas- s
ed to regard as presumptuous any di- to be a factor in the market, and the
revenues and transportation expenses, vergence from views
Light and Heavy Livery.
expressed by opening of Lent has not cut much
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. the $32,000,000 deficit caused by the that body and added: "We venture to
figure this year in cutting down the
say, Mr. Jones that you have not your- demand. The outlet is broader than
self read the Carter bill (S. 5876) and a week ago, and the market has added
considered it carefully, for we have capacity on account of recent forced
found time after time that objections small buying of killers.
raised by bankers were against things
Hog receipts have been running
they believed were in the bill, but very light, and prices made a net gain
in Need of
in
which, as a matter of fact, were not. cf 18 cents
the
at
last
week,
closing
We are sure that you, as a
Line.
reached previously this
ed banker, will see that not only the highest point
orders from east
winter.
Shipping
people but the banks will benefit by
more numerous
been
have
ern
points
a measure which is certain to bring
RIGHT.
out of hiding hundreds of millions of ln the last week thau formerly- - whicuh
dollars now withheld from circulation. is an important element of strength,
We are sure that you do not agree as shippers usually set the pace for
Don Caspar Avenue
with Mr. Hanhart's circular, in which the packers.
All our vinter stock of millinery will be
appears the statement that if postal
Sheep and lambs are coming freel)
closed out at C st, arjd much of it, below-costsavings banks were created the west- but the market shows extraordinary
ern country would be overrun with strength. The San Luis valley in
to dispose of it before tae spring goods
A position which requires Colorado is reported to be about done
bandits.
arrive.
arguments like that shows evidence marketing for this season, but the
A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
Ot innerent weakness.'
Arkansao vnlW is in the. midst of
staple goods in stock AdoLar saved is a
Urban Congestion.
their heaviest shipping now, and local
LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES
dollar made. Our stock is all new and nothFor the penalty of urban congestion feed lots will likely contribute liber
ing shopworn or out of date.
Chicago pays a toll of charity of less ally the balance of this month,
than $1,000,000 as against a total of,
have just received our new Stock of this
a. billion dollars for the country each
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidyear. The United Jewish Charities
have an income of $300,000, while the'
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
United Charities is having difficulty
life
during this month only. All new patterns and
to reach the $100,000 mark and needs
Catron Block.
Phone Black 78
are paltry
$200,000. These figures
designs.
compared with the sums required fori
PLEASE C LL AND EXAMINE TH'ffiM
the older urban poverty of New York
state, where the totals are stagger- ing. However, the curse of the cities
is growing in Chicago. At the home
of Mrs. Potter Palmer an audience
that represented $50,000,000 was told
by Mrs. J. T. Bowen and others ot
the facts as they are; told of cases so;
pitiable that the world is slow to!
believe them possible." "I knew an
aged woman," said Mrs. Bowen, "who
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
lived in a basement room on Walton
and
nut
Lumber and all kinds
Lump,
place, just off the Lake Shore Drive,
Denver Colorado.
not half a mile from here. For ten
mine run coal
of building material.'
years she lived on scraps of food that
she found in garbage cans, with occaHICKOX STREET, NEAR
sionally a bite given her by a friend
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
almost as poor as she. Her income
,
consisted of $1 a week, 50 cents
Phone Red 100
Red Phone 100
boxes
sealed
earned by taking care of the child
A h BERGERE,
New Mexicc .
BEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE!
of a neighbor for an hour a day, and
M.
N.
anta
Catron Block
50 cents given her by a friend. The
BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!
old furniture she had in her room was
1
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Wells Fargo & Company
xpress

r

General Express Forwarders
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Ml Parts of the World

j

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

11LIMS

BISM

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

CLEARANCE

1

fair-min-

When
Livery

d

'Phone 9
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Drivers Furnished
Anything
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SPECIAL
SALE
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SALE
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La Moda Millinery
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ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
YRD(W

TOM AS P.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

Sugar.
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DELGD0

Mgr.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager for
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large majorities w ill be rolled up, for
The Spanish edition of. the 1909
the Republican party not only pos-- Taws of Xew Mexico are now ready
sesses the confidence of the majority jQr delivery.
Price: Paper cover
of the voters but it also deserves it $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
PRINTING
MEXICAN
NEW
THE
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Delegate to Congress
drews, as a matter of course, is al
ways working for the old veterans!
who are so deserving of the nation's
tribute to their valor, and he is outdoing most other members of Congress in seeking out veterans who are
entitled to pensions but have thus
far failed to make a claim or have
been unsuccessful on account of some
teehnicalit;r.
Only recently, he sue?
seeded in pushing a special bill
through Congress granting the widow
of the late Lieutenant Colonel Franof
cisco Petea of Perea's batallion
the New Mexico Military Infantry, a
pension which had been denied Colonel Perea in his life time on account
of a minor technicality. It took quite
a fight but the committee finally reported in favor of the Andrews' bill
and its provisions were added to an
omnibus bill that passed both Houses
and has been signed by President
Taft. Score another one for Delegate
Andrews.

g

n

Assistant Cashier.
TTh

H

OF SAHTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Esiablishod in 1370

WOODTS HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.
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Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
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MAKING PERMANENT ROAD IMMen the highest praises by critics and
CoEafortafcle,
Gender
should have
the music-lovinpublic,
PROVEMENTS.
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sinil Venn-- ' H
States like New ,ler
Santa Fe. To have anythin;
less,
idea
that
the
have
outgrown
sylvania
would be a disgrace to Santa Fe,
road and street taxes must be ex- would indicate that in culture, Santa
pended so as to cover the largest Fe stood less higli than Las Cruces,
or
number of miles of road temporarily or Silver City or Albitquerque
The organ of the Democrats at Alrather than for building permanent El Paso. It is true, a Yaw concert
SHOP
New Mexico, is not of as much interest to some buquerque said yesterday in a Santa PLAZA
roads and bridges.
the people as a negro minstrel show, but Fe dispatch: "The Republican cenhowever, should have learned
lesson long before as it has expend- Santa Fe has enough people of the tral committee met here this morning
For 19 years the only-firs- t
ed money and labor running into the other kind who appreciate the higher behind closed doors." Nothing of the
class tonsorial parlor
millions of dollars the last few de- and better things of life, men and kind. The public had free access to
Fe.
in
cades ami hasn't a piece of macadam- women of culture who hunger and the meeting and discussions. In fact,
ized road to show for it. The city of thirst for the fine things rather than the doors to the supreme court chamNEW
OUR
PITCH
Santa Ke has been even more extrav- the gross satisfactions of life and ber in which the committee met, stood
TREATMENT
agant, for regularly each year, for who are anxious that Santa Fe should wide open during the entire afternoon
many decades, money and labor have have its share of entertainments of session. Both at that and the fore- is guaranteed to cure, (not only
been expended on the streets and the kind that attract people of cul- noon sessions there were many visi- relieve,
falling hair &
We also
street
a
irritntioris.
of
other
to
music centers like Boston, tors who listened
there isn't piece
ture
permanent
scatp
attentively to the car
of
all the
work in the entire city to show for Cincinnati or New Orleans. To miss
Une
a
ry
complete
No star chamber proit. Even Kansas, a comparatively and to be missed at the concert, will proceedings.
and
tonics.
facial
hair
popular
their
ceedings for the Republicans;
new commonwealth when compared be nothing short of a misfortune.
ITCH
actions will bear the scrutiny of day,
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUiNINE &
with New Mexico, is learning the lesthat, when
well
remembered
is
but
it
son
Says the Kansas City Star:
BATHS BATHS BATHS
THE UNION PRINTERS HOME.
the Democrats pow wow, the discus'"When the Kansas legislature was
such
The International
Typographical sions and schemes are often of
discussing the good roads laws intro- must be
Aleuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
duced at the last session the cheap Union today dedicates an important nature that the dear public
s
are Phone us, wewillbeglad tocallfor your
addition to its Union Printers' Home excluded and sergeants-at-armstatesmen opposing the measures
vanced the argument that the farm- - at Colorado Springs. Founded through placed at the entrances to prevent laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
ers were already taxed heavily for the benevolence of a newspaper pub- "leakage."
All work is guaranteed: your
imthe maintenance of roads and bridges. lisher, the home has become an
Tribune-Citizeare mended and buttons
socks
The
Albuquerque
the
to
insisted
not
Union
that
increase
the
factor
for
only
They
portant
on you shirts, without
sewed
the
central
in
of
speaking
yesterday
road tax would impose an unreason- printers, but for the entire industrial
extra
charge.
said:
committee
meeting
able burden 'upon them and that it world for it is being held up as a
"Resolutions will be adopted oppos- PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
would be resented in the rural dis- model among all trades and occupaland clauses of the
tricts.
tions. The International Typographi- ing bitterly the
the
bill,
relating to power
provision
stateswith
50-trouble
"The
the cheap
cal Union now numbers more than ,
men was their inability to compre- 000 members and it has accomplished sites and that requiring English to
hend the economy of permanent in- wonders for the welfare of printers. It be read and spoken by office holders
vestment. The reason the farmers has raised wages for skillful men to a of the new state. These resolutions
on to Chairman
complain of their road tax is that high notch, it is providing for the will be forwarded
who
has
gone to WashingBursum,
they can see no substantial results sick and needy, and looks after the
ton."
from the money spent on roads.
widows and orphans. By estabAs the resolutions are entirely silThere is no business method involved aged, trade schools
ap- ent on these
it
is
lishing
training
subjects, It is evident
and
in the building of highways
who are worthy of the name that the Democrats have entered upprentices
the
and
instead of good roads
bridges
of artisans and is
on a campaign of spreading misintaxpayers have their attention direct- that wisdom, can doing everything
suggest to elevate formation and calumny. But where
ed to the waste of funds and the
not only the trade, but each member material for campaign purposes
is
futility of effort expended.
of it. It has not surrendered to so- lacking so totally, what else can be
cent
road
the
of
tax,
"Forty per
cialism and anarchy as did the West- expected? If you can't present argu
according to State Engineer Gear-har- t, ern
Federation of Miners and there- ments against your enemy, try lying.
is expended in the construction
fore
has retained the respect of emtemof bridges and culverts. Cheap,
Where prices are lowest
porary structures have been built ployers. It is a great organization, it The fire last night demonstrated the
with this money. Xo sooner does a has wise leaders and a
necessity on part of the city authori
for safe quality"
caunty get the required number of membership. Long may it live there- - ties of keeping back yards clean, esfore
of
and
for
benefit
the
the
It
to
must
built
than
in
business
districts.
it
the
printers
begin
bridges
pecially
rebuild them, even with the natural the trade founded by Gutenberg sever- was only the determined and intelli'wear and tear' of ordinary traffic, and al centuries ago.
gent work of a few men who were at One Resolution to Make
The library addition to the Union the fire before it had spread,, that
any unusual overflow of streams increases the expense of reconstruction Printers Home was erected at a cost prevented a conflagration that would
because the tin bridges and culverts of $26,000. This money was volun- have swept San Francisco street
What other 1910 Resolu
are easily carried away by the floods. tarily contributed by the membership from the Claire corner down to the
of
the
I herelore
International
tion youmay make
&
railroad
tracks
Rio
Grande
count
Typographical Denver
Kansas must
upon
one-hal- f
of its road tax being set apart Union. The library houses 10,000 and the west side of the plaza from
every year to replace the investments volumes, gifts of union printers and one corner to the other. There had
Resolve now that you will
in temporary bridges of the year be employers throughout the country. been a terrific wind all night and the
at KAUNM & CO. the
trade
The new building contains an
fore.
back yards were found littered with:
modern
with
kitchen,
"If Kansas follows the advice of its
utensils, inflammable material so that condi
coining year. It is a resolustate engineer the policy of paying serving room, refrigeration plant, tions were ripe for the costliest fire
tion In your own interest, for
tribute to cheap bridges will be abol bakery, store room, servants' dining that Santa Fe has ever experienced.
it means the best possible
ished. When a bridge is constructed room, etc. The Union Printers Home
table supplies at lowest posit will be built once for all. The is located at Colorado Springs, was
Here is public spirit for you. I. S.
money expenuea in tnat kind ot im erected and is maintained by the In- Osborne of Carlsbad, has offered forsible prices.
provements can then be regarded as ternational Typographical Union, and ty acres of fertile land under ditch at
a permanent asset to the road fund. its present physical value is, by com- Carlsbad to the U. S. Reclamation
It' will not require the continuance of petent real estate men, placed at one Service for an
experimental farm, and
the policy now prevailing of 'sending million dollars. The Home is main- more than that, has offered to work
KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
good money after bad' every few tained by a per capita tax of fifteen the farm under the direction of the
& Oo, the loclcal store for you
cents per month on the union printyears.
government; free of any expense to the
to patronize through 1910.
"The building and improvement of ers of the United States and Canada. service. If that kind of a spirit preThe
New
Mexican
markCompany
Printing
the public highways have been
vailed in Santa Fe, among the men
ed by the same makeshift method. is proud to say that it maintains a able to take a lead in public matters,
There has been no settled, definite union shop, the only one in the city there would be no doubt about the
policy of saving the funds expended of 'Santa Fe.
building of the Hotel De Vargas this
in road work by building permanent
year, Ihe rearing of a Y. M. C. A.
HARMONY AND ENTHUSIASM.
roads. The haphazard system of
structure or the fitting up of cosy
The territorial Republican central Board of Trade rooms.
& COMPANY
'patching' the highways in the 'bad
of committee meeting yesterday develplaces' means the expenditure
money and labor in temporary im- oped a feeling of harmony and enthusThe Democrats of the Oklahoma
provements that will be lost in a few iasm that augurs well for the future
are having the time of
months, and the next year the same of the party. All the talk of opposi legislature
amount of capital and effort must be tion to leaders and organization their life. They have split into many
reinvested to save the expenditure of which had emanated from Democratic factions and are fighting each other
sources, proved less than a vapor, for to beat the band. It is a very suggesthe year before.
"When Kansas adopts a business the committee went on record ap tive picture to New Mexico for that
is just what would happen here if
policy for building its roads and bridg- proving ot its chairman, expressing
the misfortune should occur of this
the
iii
of
confidence
the
his
es so that the taxpayers who pay the
party
YOU TAKE
bills will be able to see and to realize actions, in fact, stating that they commonwealth having a Democratic
PAINS
time.
upon the results of the investment of stood by and behind everything that majority at any
their road tax there will be no pro- the officers of the Organization
to make the chiltest against the creation of an ample thought best for the party and the
New Mexico swallowed the joint dren look pretty
people. The committee also went on statehood pill; it will also swallow the
road fund."
just for a day.
record as endorsing the administra
Beveridge bitters and that without a Why not preserve
tion of Governor Curry and thanking
THE YAW CONCERT.
New Mexico wants state- the memory of
grimace.
It is worth while to deny yourself him for his successful work In har hood
and wants it so sincerely that it their
prettiness by
within
an indulgence or luxury or two if you monizing differences
party will take it whether given on a tin
means of
have no other means to raise the ranks that he found when he took
platter or fed with a golden spoon.
price of a ticket to the Ellen Beach charge of the administration. Confi Its people have such high ideals that
PERMANENT,
Yaw concert tomorrow evening. Not dence was expressed in the ability and
of citiPHOTOGRAPHS
the
privileges
appreciate
they
merely because the concert is being wisdom of Chief Justice Mills and his
in this nation above everyzenship
was
Platinum Prints
given by the Woman's Board of Trade appointment
practically endorsed
else.
worthy as that organization is of as- as meeting the desires of the party. thing
represent the highes
sistance, but because it is generally Calm and sensible resolutions were
standard in Photo-raph- y
The sessions of the Republican
years between treats of that kind adopted in the matter of statehood,
and will not
It is seven at which no one in Washington can central committee of the Territory,
coming to Santa Fe.
or
discolor
fade
years or more since Scalchi was in well take umbrage, voicing the desire have demonstrated that the Republione
CAN
GET
YOU
are
in
of
New
Mexico
of
cans
for
the
best
the
statehood
Scalchi
at
was
Fe
pur
that
Territory
and
time
Santa
on the shelf, a "has been." Neverthe- bill obtainable and yet, acquiescing pose and one in enthusiasm. They
THEM HERE
less, she delighted the large audience in the will of the law making power, believe in a" free discussion of issues
a steel
that gathered to hear her and every the committee rightly placing state- and may differ as to details, but in surpassing in softone present hung on every note she hood above every ther desire, as the principles and doctMne they stand ?njfraving'
sang. Not one visitor since then has highest good that can come to the united. They believe in organization ness and tone.
offered quite so great, quite so high commonwealth and its people. The and yet freedom of will and action
EI Pinon Gallery
a form of entertainment Miss Yaw, reports received from various sec- - within party lines. The spirit mani
larlos tlerra
in the prime of her powers, returning tlons of the Territory, made it evi fested at yesterday's meeting makes
from years of triumph in the music dent, that the elections of the next certain a 10.000 majority at the elec- centers of Europe where she was giv- - year will not go by default but that tion this fall.
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Transacts a genera! banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange anJ makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transniiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on tim? deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
I he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- cj
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and

the West

in

Lnrge Sample

Table Service

Room for Com-

Unexcelled

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO?

WASHINGTON AVENUE

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN"

Co.

HOTEL

GROCERS

J. E. LACOME
Proprietor

il'

level-heade-

'"

16, 1910.

Commodious

d

H, S, KAUNE
PHONE 2fi

I:

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
jIN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS TBE BUTTON WE PO THK REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

WP AFP
.

HOW

supper ready to eat and you will not have to

serving

wait.

i

OiirincroftsliiB patronnpe Is the
bent proof that we merit y urs.

HERRERA,
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKl'roprltor.

First Class and

.ftriilly

Uj-Mat-

e

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER DON GASPAR

AND WATER

STREET,

Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers
In every Room

HERE 1& A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

Steam Heat
Elect) ic
Modern

Light

Baths.

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FJfl
Excellent Assortments of

Don't
FUU

,

to
Call

and

Inspect

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
Ull Kinds of Brawn Work

Leatter Pillows Tops

;

Many

other
articles

that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
iiOl.aOIi

8au Francisco bt.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

GEORGE WASHINGTON HAD
MONEY IN THE BANK
a r nd r't JSjJUY DGNT YOU
-

7

PtKM)fAL

ACCOUNT?
YOU WiL L
;BE BETTER

15ATI3FIED

G. A. C. Bodenliuuse of SL
Mo., a traveling salesman, is

i

If Adam, 4,004 B. C. had li ved and earned $10 a day until now,
he would have earned less than 22 million dollars.
If he had found ONE dollar and nut it out at ONE per cent compound interest that one dollar would now amount to $004,597,604,-385,947,04-

Bat & Trust

Co.

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

;

O

WATSON

C- -

&

j

COMPANY

-I-

'

NSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.

119

We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods

which is the most complete stock in

the city.

y

Joseph,
at the

ta2

b

When you want a good glove, bat
or ball, come in and let us show
you some "GOOD ONF."

Spaulding 1910 Record Books

Palace hotel.
.1. W. Jackson of
Estancia, is visit- lug friends here. He is registered at
the Coronado.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
arrived in Albuquerque yester-

NO TROUBLE

Saf-for- d

day from Socorro.
Squire Hartt. the Taos merchant,
is visiting his sister, Mrs. V. L. Roberts in this city.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the territorial mounted police, went to Albuquerque last evening.
Otto Eyles, representing a Denver
music house, is visiting his aunt, Mrs.
Frederick AV. Wientge in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hamilton of Kansas City, are sightseers in the city and
are registered at the Claire hotel.
Telestoro Ouintana of Tans, was In
the city yesterday and stopped at the
Coronado. He was on his wav to Las
j
Vegas.
Clinton J. Crandall. superintendent!
of the IT. S. Indian Industrial school
in this city, spent yesterday at Albu-- ;
j
querque.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
and Adjutant General R. A. Ford are
expected home from Roswell tonight
or tomorrow.
J. Porter Jones of Albuquerque,
who was reading clerk in the last legislative council, was a visitor in Santa

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
Fc full particulars call or Phone. Fed No.
San Francisco St.
address the above company

varnishes, Alabastine and
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ALL KINDS OF FARMING

-

r.m

l

ill allium

IMPLEMENTS

F0R THK famous
M T"
V
I O
LIN
Hvj
studeijaker wagons

o

verything in Hardware

Fe yesterday.
Amos Hedricks, planting assistant
in the forest service, is in Santa Fe
from the Gallinas Plating station,
near Las Vegas.
Bernard Mulligan, a nephew of J.
I have received a fine
D. Mulligan and whose home is in
assortment of violets
Leadville, is in the city. He expects
to remain here a month.
Sheriff Silviano Roibal returned last
and other spring goods.
evening from Las Vegas whefle he
.lodged a patient in the territorial asylum for the insane. He will leave forj
MISS A MUGLER
.his home at Chamita tomorrow;
Southeast Corner Plaza.
A dispatch from La Mesa, Dona
Ana county, says that General B. J.
Viljoen, former Boer general and a
well known author, has "oeen asked to $4.40 4.45 ; copper weak standard
silver 51
serve on the staff or Governor Mills spot $12.87
with the rank of colonel.
""GRAInTpORK, LARDANrj RIBb.
'

,

j

THE

Kal-

somine

j

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

TO SHOW GOODS

JAP.A.LAC will made old fur.
niture look like new.
All kinds of floor paints, nils

LADIES

189

HhlRE

IT IS NEAR HOUSE
CLEANING TIME

t

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

travel-in- s

salesman.
;

Yourself

United States

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

John Drown of Kansas City, is one
of the tourists hi the city.
Mrs. Frank 1 Ntwhall is in Albuquerque at work fur the census office.
M. L. Kahn of Pueblo
a
Colo.,
salesman, is calling on business men
here.
(Jregorio Lobaio a vouns man of
Chainita, was a visitor in the Capital
today.
C. Russell of Denver, is at the Palace hotel. He is a well known

Wid fhe World

SSToST l

MF.NTIO

A. Lilly, .lr., of Baltimore, a
salesman, is at the Palace.

vSi BANK

k
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RE-SOLVE-

THAT

D

NaSHINcjTON'S BlRTHDAV"

REMINDS VS THAT HE WAS THE BEST
DRE55ED tAM H AMERICA . THAT

Cometh mc-u- f.

PROVES

i

waTa

Buster. Bflown

j

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

PINK LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds' of furnishings from cninawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a H ie assortment of deks, dHairs," table
for ihe bibies.
aad fctat racks. Wagner folding
GREVT!!
are
Tney
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you
go-car- ts

j

5--

Mrs. Smart,

of Albuquerque,

Chicago,

a. Te-

Feb.

111.,

10.

Wheat

May

icent visitor to Santa Fe, will chaper- - 114
July 104
one a party of young ladies to Fort
Corn May 08
July 68
Wingate, McKinley county, to attend
a house party given there by Captain
Oats May 48
July 44
In the party which will leave
McCoy.
Pork May $23.55; July' $23.52
Santa Fe on Saturday will be Miss
Lard May $12.72
July $12.70
Bergere of this city. Miss Praeger of
Roswell, Miss Strickler and Miss
Ribs May $12.40; July $12.30.
Pierce of Albuquerque.
Feb. 16 Wheat M!ay
Chicago,
"Judge William J. Mills who will be 114
July 104
;
inaugurated as governor of New Mex- - Corn May
July 68
ico at Santa Fe, on March 1, will be
tendered a big public reception
in: Oats May 48
July 44
Albuquerque on the first Wednesday
Pork May $23.55; July 23.52
Lard May 12.72
following the inauguration, according-tJuly 12.761-2- .
preliminary plans launched for the! Ribs May 12.40; July 12.30.
affair by the directors of the CommerLIVESTOCK.
cial Club who met in executive sesKansas
Feb. 16. Cattle ReCity,
sion at the club rooms last evening."
200 southerns';
4,000,
ceipts
including
Pearce of Albuquerque.
Market ten ' higher. Native steers
George A. Sena, journalist, political $4.756.40; southern cows
$35; naleader and general booster of Santa tive
cows and heifers ?36; stockers
Rosa, Guadalupe county, is in Santa and feeders
bulls $3.75
Fe with his daughter, Miss Zaraida 5.25; calves $3.805.90;western steer
$4.509;
Sena. Mr. Sena says that the out
$5fi6.50; western cews $35.25.
2

4

7--

1--

Doors.

Ornamental

681-8l-4-

4

3--

1--

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpines.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
ke

Will Fill Every Prescription
With strictest pare and unfailing fidelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend
on the medicine he preseribes to admit of
t he slightest deviation, carelessness or .sub'
stitution.
ONLY THE PUKKST, FRESH F ST DRUGS
are employed. That means not alone the
rilfht medicine but also the ritrht strength
audtthe quickest cure. Moderate elmrtres In
sp.lte of our extra care and extra quality.

Charles W. Dudrow

MARKET REPORT

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STBlPLlNG-BURflOW-

look for Guadalupe county is good.1
Tnere is plenty of water in the river
and the range is in fine condition. He
brings a report that a large irrigation
project is being discussed to reclaim
the Agua Negra grant. It is proposeed
to divide it into small parcels of five,
ten and twenty acres to be extensively
cultivated. This will add 1,500 population to the immediate vicinity, of Santa Rosa. Mr. Sena and daughter will
leave for home on Friday.

S

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Feb. 16. Call money 2
4;
Mexican
prime paper 4
Atch. 115
dollars 44; Amal. 77
N. Y. C. 119
S. P. 125
U. P.
185; steel 79
pfd. 119
New York', Feb. 16. Lead weak
440445; copper weak; standard spot
3-- 4

FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK

(ENGLISH LADY

Glad to hear of a few pupils

Red
Telephone
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
No

SB

14

for German or French
Box 446,
SautaFeN. M,

1--

1--

7--

3--

3--

12.87

New York,

1--

Silver

515-8-

Feb.

16.

.

'Lead

weak

10. Cattle
Receipts
Market strong to ten higher.
Beeve3
$4.457.85; Texas steers
$4.105.90; western steers $4.25
6.10; stockers and feeders $3.20ra'5.55;
cows and heifers $2.305.90; calves

Chicago, Feb.

11,000.

$79.25.

Market
Receipts 37,000.
Light $8.65 9.10; mixed
$8.659.15;
$8.709.17
heavy
rough $8.708.85;
good to choice
heavy $8.859.17
pigs $7.758.85;
bulk $99.10.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 10,000.
steady. Bulk $8.608.90; heavy $8.S5
8.95; packers and butchers $8.65
8.90; light $8.558.80; pigs $7.258.
Sheep
Receipts 18.000. Market
western
steady. Native $4.506.85;
$4.757; yearlings $7.408.60; lambs'
native $79; western $79.
WOOL MARKET,
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 16. Wool, unchanged; territory and western mediums, 2529; fine mediums, 2024;
fine, 1221.
5

Hogs
lower.

TWO THINGS THAT MADE 6E0R6E WASHINGTON FAMOUS WAS THAT HE USED THE
HATCHET AND TOLD THE TRUTH.
WE TELL THE TRUTH AfcoUT OUR RoYAL
LINE OF TAILORED CLOTHING To ORDER
AND USED THE HATCHET ON PRICES WHEN
WE MARKED THEM.
THERE ARE
OR SNAPPIER
LINE TO BE SEEN ANYWHERE AT ANY?PRICE.
IF YOU PREFER To PAY SOME ONE $40.00
FOR A SUIT WHEN WE CAN SELL YOU A
BETTER ONE AND ABETTER FIT AND SNAP-

PIER MAKE-U- P
FOR $30.00, THAT IS YOUR
BUSINESS.
NOW IS THE TIME To 6ET IN YOUR EASTER
ORDER.
PRICES RANGE FROM $ 1 6.00 To $40.00.

W. N

T0WNSEND & CO.

CLAPEDDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS tHICE

APPLES

NOW.

CLAREDON POULTRY YAYDS
Pure bred burred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome, food
only. No chaflce of Tuberculosis tterms nor Ptomaine poisoning;.
EGGS FOR HATCH

IS.

A few choice cockerels for sale

X5BSa2S3BK3

PAY
and

M6CSIH1T

24 Hnnr Flornr Qoniro

Pa Y

On andMffier March 1st.

WIIH!T

Wise up those 3axk places
Santa Fe Water

AND

SKc'sSS"'"

Light Company
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PURELY
VEGETABLE

A Safeguard

16,

1910.

to Children.

with
feverishness
Threatening
children is quickly and safely canned
by Preventics.
These little Candy
RESTRICTIO
Cold Cure Tablets should always be
at hand for promptness is
The safest medicines are those which leave the system in the best conPreventics contain no quidition after their use. This is one of the principal virtues we claim for nine,
harsh or sickening.
nothing
Not for Immediate Use but S. S. S. Being made entirely
of roots, herbs and barks, it is not in even
the smallest degree harmful to any system, but on the other hand its veg- They are indeed "the stitch in time."
for Future Reference Says etable ingredients make it one of the finest of tonics to build up the health Carried in pocket, or purse. Prevenin every way. A great many blood medicines contain strong mineral tics are a genuine safeguard against
Commissioner.
ingredients which unfavorably affect the bowels, stomach or digestive sys- Colds. 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burroweffect they might have is therefore offset by Co.
tem, and any
No 1,
Miles From
No 2
MHs From
their
on
action
the
injurious
De Moines
.'A LY
STATIONS.!!;
general health. S. S. S. is the one safe and
Haton
DAILY
sure blood purifier. It goes into the circulation and rids the blood of every
PEOPLE STILL
impurity or pollution. It strengthens the circulation and adds nourishing
If you want
on earth trr
10 lu a. in.
0
Lv. Des Moines,
N ; M. Arr
48
6
properties to the blood and greatly assists in the cure of any blood disease. a New Mexicananything
p. m,
ID
" Kumaldo.
a. ni.
Want Ad.
46
6 16 p. m.
Lv,
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Contagious
" DedmaD.
ll 35 a, m.
11
:'
88
4 55 p. in.
Over Three Quarters of a Million Blood Poison and all like diseases, because it
"
16
J'l 50 a. m.
82
4 35 p. in.
purifies the circulation
Oapul n
20
H 05 a. ra
S. S.S. may be taken by young or old with absolute safety, and with the
29
4 26 p. m,
Aliens
Vigil
Admitted
Fiscal
Last
11 20 a. m
Hi
"
".
24
8 65 p. m
assurance that it will cure all diseases and disorders due to an impure or
11 45 a. m.
" Tbompsoo
81
"
8 80 p. m
Year.
(Junulngliam
ProiesiiiODai
12 20 d. ra.
u
poisoned blood supply, even reaching down and removing hereditary taints.
Ollfton House Janotlon "
2 66 p. m'
Book on the blood and any medical advice free to all who write.
2 30 p ra'
Arr.
M
"
N
RATON
3 30 p. m.
Lv.
12 25 p. m
Lv.
3 60 p.m,
a
Ollfton
Lv.
12 06 p. m7
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 16. Not
" Hreston House Junction
4U
.4 15 p. m,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW. 11 40 a. luU
4 46 p m.
68
further
to
restrictions
but
Koehler
merely
28
06
a'
ll
4 55 p. in.
M
Koehler Ju3t.
16 a. m
20
make possible such restriction as the
5 60 p. in.
8S
Uolfax
88
dent class, and they have entered in The committee is headed by President
U0 16 a. m
15 p, m.
77
Uerrososo
41
43
9
m
a.
existing law intends but has not ac- every way that can be imagined."
6 36 p. m.
Charles H. Moyer. In its report just
PAUL A. F. WALTER
rr
9 25 a. m
Lv.
88
OIMARROr N. M.
47
i 08 p. m.
complished, is the object of a proposLv.
7 50 a. m
is urged that the exclusion laws completed the committee urges the exArr
It
Attorney-at-La7 10 p. m.
88
Nast
N. M.
7 0 a. m.
ed new' immigration law recommend- be
60
Lv
7 23 p. ui.
- - 89
merged into the general immigra- ecutive committee to take immediate Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Harlan
68
7 25 a. m'
7 46 p. m.
Daniel
commised
J.
M
by
Keefe, the
Ute Park
7 00 a. m.
69
tion law, so that the administrative action in submitting the proposition
sioner general of immigration in his
process of expulsion therein provid- to a vote of its members. Closer afE. C. ABBOTT
annual report for the fiscal year 1909. ed may be used.
filiation 'with the United Mine WorkConnects with E, P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124
Attorney-at-Laarriving in Dawson N. It is proposed to accomplish this by
There are also a number of other ers of America is said to be the real
m., b:lo p. m.
Practice in the District and Sumodifying, arranging in logical se- recommendations which the commisobject of the contemplated action.
Connects
&
E.
with
P.
S.
W.
Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., quence and strengthening at their
f
Courts. Prompt and careful
preme
sioner says may be considered revolu8:55 a. m.
weak points all existing laws on the
attention
given to all business.
tionary, but are regarded as necessary
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
"Our two children of six and eight Santa Fe,
- New Mexico
and if the law is to be
of
general
immigration
subject
effective and satisC. & S. Passenger trains arrive and
from Des Moines as follows: Chinese exclusion.
years have been since infancy subject
depart
NORTH BOUND:
factory.
SOUTH BOUND:
to colds and croup. About three years
CHARLES F. EASLEY
Some of the principal suggestions
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
During 1909, 6,393 Chinese were reg- ago. I started to use
No. g, 9:27 a. m.
Foley's
Honey
Surveyor General)
(Late
are:
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
ularly admitted against 4,624 in 1908,
No 2, 7:05 p. m.
and cure these troubles. It is
Attorney-at-LaSo denning the term "alien" as to 39,255 in 1907 and 2,732 in 1906. The prevent
Track eonnectioa with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
Tar, and it has never failed to
Land and Mining business a speci S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron & leave no doubt that it includes all per- worst feature the commissioner says and
the
medicine I can get the child- ialty.
only
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
sons not citizens; extending the con- is that the increase is almost confined ren to
- New Mexico
take without a row." The Santa Fe,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate, tract labor provisions to forbid and to classes the members of which are above from W. C.
Green
Ornstein,
Kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
penalize the inducement or Immigra- or soon become laborers and whose Bay, Wis.,
duplicates the experience
U'le Park, N. M., is depot for
CATRON & CATRON
following points in New Mexico: Arroyo tion by false as well as genuine prom- residence here violates the spirit of of thousands of other users of
Foley's
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
atlaw.
the
of
ises
an
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Laemployment, penalizing
Lobo,
It cures coughs,
Honey and' Tar.
Uiiesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red River city Taos and Twining.
Office:
Catron Block
Immigration, which during 1909, colds and croup, and
tempt to import foreign laborers, and
e
prevents bron- - Santa Fe,
New Mexico
011 UOIU lne
the
of
alien
"
permitting
years,
importation
Previous
.chlt,8
W. A. GORMAN,
and nneumonia. Sold by Strip
J. van HOUTEN;
J, DEDMAN,
skilled laborers if labor of like kind me ujuiuiiMiuuer sas, is reassumiug
& Co.
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen iWqr- Gen- Pass- Acen unemployed can not be found here normal proiortions. The months of
G. VOLMEV HOWARD
RATON. N. JH
RATON,
RATON, N, M only if the consent of the secretary January to June, 1909, however, showand Consellor-at-LaAttorney
of commerce and labor Is obtained in ed increases over the same month of
in
all Courts of Territory
Practice
HOTEL
advance: increasing the fine against 1908 which is attributed by the comSpeaks Spanish
steamship companies for taking on missioner principally to the fact that
'Phone 192 Black
board dangerously
Palace.
diseased aliens those interested in steerage passenger
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
from $100 to $200.
carrying have traded upon and magR. D. Brown, Los Angeles: "Jesus Santa Fe,
: - New Mexico
Mr. Keefe believes the time is rine nified beyond all reasonable limits Romero, H. B. Hening, Albuquerque;
ASK FOR
for the adoption of even stricter meas-- the improvement in industrial condi- Frank H. Moore, New York City; W.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
H. Gillenwater, Albuquerque; A. Lilly, A. B. Renehan
ures and suggests that a nronosal uons 10 encourage emigration.
E. P. Davies
As to occupations 174,800 unskilled Jr., Baltimore; C. Russell, Denver;
Attorneys-at-Laworthy of careful thought is that all
male aliens between 16 and 50 years laborers of the immgirant class enter- Hans Rieg, Milwaukee;
Amos HenPractice in the Supreme and Disbe
required to pass a physical exam-- j ed and 118,930 of the emigrant class dricks, Las Vegas; M. L. Kahn, Pueb- trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
ination equal to that observed for departed. Of the 751,786 immigrant lo; C. D. Johnson, Denver; D. D. specialty.
Office in Catron Block.
aliens who entered the United States Draper, Albuquerque; G. A. C.
Douglas, and all Points in New
Santa Fe
New Mexico
army recruits.
the year 88,393 were under 14
during
St.
W.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
E,
Mo.;
Smith,
.traffic
Joseph,
"white
slave"
the
Touching
were 45 or over; of those La Vet a.
G. W. PRICHARD
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
the report sets out that a "special in- and 38,517
'
over 13 years of age 191,049 could
conducted
and Consellor-at-LaClaire.
vestigation
throughout the neither read nor
Attorney
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
write, an increase in
A. H. Harllee, Silver City;
Practice in all the District Courts
R. C.
country and the general experience of the ratio of
illiteracy to 29 per cent,
the year, make it apparent that an
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ham- and gives special attention to cases
El Paso &
as against 26 per cent in 1908. For Sayle, Lamy;
enormous business is done in importilton, Kansas City; F. A. Hubbell, Al- before the Territorial Supreme Court.
various reasons 10,411 aliens were deing and distributing foreign women
buquerque; E. F. Bardershaw, Den- Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
ported,
for immoral purposes, including the
ver; John Brown, Kansas City.
Reference is made again to the in- C. W. G. WARD
seduction and distribution of alien
Modern.
economic
women and sii'ls who enter regularly, teresting and important
Territorial
District Attorney
M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu; Mr. and
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
and also to some extent of American problem arising from the fact that a Mrs. T. Gonzales, Abiquiu; J. H. Ingle,
women and girls. The federal of- very large proportion of immigration Madrid; B. S.
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
Phillips, Buckman; W.
is coming from southern and eastern
ficers have not discovered positive evi-- j
ForRite and full information address
S. Garvin, Albuquerque; W. H. Smith,
counties furnishing
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
dence of the existence of a syndicate Europe, those
C7 pep cent of the
about
immigrants. Moriarty.
Attorneys-at-LaEUGENE A. FOX,
for those nefarious purposes, but there
The continuance Of this !nrpnnnrlpr- Coronado.
is among those who conduct the busi
Practice in the District Courts as
R.
ance
S.
is declared to be a question con
Blevens, Vivtor, Colo.; J. W. well as hefore the
G.F.&P. A.
ness a certain esprit de corps, and
Supreme Court of
every patriotic citizen, for it Jackson, Estancia; Pablo Quintana,
El Paso Texas.
the territory.
there are in several cities clubs and cerning
is stated there can be little homo-- ! Telesforo Quintana, Taos; Julian Mar- Las Cruces.
New Mexico
the seriousness of the situation and
Bis- In some cities, it is declared, the geny between people of that section tinez, Abiquiu; Edward Osborne,
bee.
traffic is connected with local politi- and the real American.
WILLIAM McKEAN
A distribution of more than 5,000
cal conditions and some of the muniAttorney-at-Lapersons was effected during the 15
cipal authorities are implicated or are months
:
and Land Law.
Mining
ended
June, 1909, through the
otherwise helpless to assist in eradiNew Mexico
Taos
operations of the division
informa-- !
cating the evil. The federal govern- tion, of whom 2.565 were of to
GOVERNOR
sent agriment's powers, it is stated, are so
EDWARD C. WADE
limited as to make it essential if any cultural communities. The division is
Attorney-at-Laits
efforts
toward a pracmarked progress is to be expected that directing
Practices In the Supreme and Distical
solution
the
of
of
the
problem
the states and cities shall awake to
trict Courts of the Territory. In the
of farm help.
the esriousness of the situation and scarcity
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Particular
has
care
been
to
taken
exercise their undoubted authority to
be Inaugurated
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
no men to work where
direct
they
put down the evil.
Offices.
be used to replace labor
might
already
New Mexico
Las
During the year there was a mark- - employed. The field of
Cruces
MARCH 1st. 1910
activity comed increase in deportations as a result
prised. 40 states and one territory.
of the campaign against the traffic.
For this occasion the
W. A. FLEMING JONES
There were issued
the year
The provisions on this subject in the 37,337 certificates of during
Bonds and Investments
SANTA
FE
will
sell
tickets
naturalization,
bill submitted by Mr. Keefe to carry and excess of
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
from all points in New Mx-ico- ,
11,820 over the precedout there recommendations are in prinJudicial District of New Mexico.
ing year. The four states in which
Trinidad and El Paso,
ciple the same as in the bill which al- the principal work of naturalization
Eastern and local bank references.
toth-- i C.tpitU i'Aty atone
- New Mexico
ready has passed the House except was transacted being New York,
Las
Cruces
fire for ihe round trip.
that they do not go so far in the Pennsylvania, Illinois and
features affecting interstate regulaR. W. WITTMAN
tion of the practice.
27' Z8' & Mar" ist"
OF
Draftsman
Those Japanese.
WESTERN FEDERATION TO
of records on file
furnished
Copies
Gratification is expressed as a reVOTE ON AFFILIATION.
Return Limit March 3rf 1910
in the U.S. Surveyor General's Office.
sult of the "experiment in immigra- - New Mexico
Santa Fe,"
tion control" as affech'ner the Japa
to Get Closer to the United
Wants
nese, constituted by law, proclama
Mine Workers of America
TAKE THE
tions and regulations following the
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Be Taken.
to
agitation ,in California
Notary Public
.'SANTA FE all the way'
several years aso.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Denver, Colo., Feb. 16. "Shall the
".'here has been a material reduction
Office with the New Mexican Printin both the number of Japanese ad- Western Federation affiliate with the
ing Company.
mitted and deported. In 1908, 9,544 American Federation of Lanor?" is a
to
be submitted to a referenJapanese were admitted to continent- question
For Information regarding rates
al United States and 8,694 to Hawaii, dum vote of the members of the Westtrain service etc. call or write.
while for 1909 the corresponding fig- ern Federation,
probably within a
ures are 2,432 and 1,493. The number week. This step is recommended by a
FL
admitted to the mainland and Hawaii special committee appointed at the
P, H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
last
convention
of
the Federation.
was only about 25 per cent and 17 per
"The Gateway to Mexico"
cent, respectively, of the number for
SANTA FE. N. M.
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Company.
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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ROSWELL-TOREANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER
ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars Id
and
Roswell
route
between
Shortest
service
securing comfort to passen
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
and expert Chaufgers. Courteous
Santa Fe and all points in the
feurs
in
of
every car. Seats
charge
Valley and Western New Mex- reserved on Auto
by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co.,
,
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
60 lba.
Baggage allowance
Any
Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
Ros-veil-

J W..

fT

I v--

A

jT A

l"

UrxMnU,

IV

AN AG ZR

Contrary to the general impression
Chinese admitted to the United States
have increased during the past four
years and Mr. Keefe is pessimistic regarding the operation of the law. He
concludes that the system of exclusion
and expulsion afforded by it is but
either purpose.
illy adopted for
He says:
"Despite all that Is said and all that
is done, the bureau is always confident at the close of any year that
many Chinese of the excluded classes
have evaded the border officers, however vigilant they may have been,
have smuggled themselves or been
smuggled ashore in seaports as sailors or stowaways, or have by fraud
and perjury managed to land In am
annarently- regular manner. There are
doubtless now in thia country at least
as many Chinese not entitled to resi- 6ence here as of the lawfully resi- -

TAKE THE SANTA FE

Weak Women

hours, Santa Fe to El Paso, Iave Santa Fe
p, in., a comfortable Standard Pullman
will land you In Kl Paso the next morning,
rested and ready for business.
14

7.20

J???

and ailing women, there is at least on
way help. But with that way, two treatments,
must be combined. One is local,
one is
J.1.1? are important,
both
Dr. gnoop s Night Cure is the Local. essential.
Dr. Snoop s Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former-- Dr.
Night Cure is a topical
mucous membrane Snoop's
suppository remedy, while Dr.
bhoop s Restorative is wholly an internal treat,
merit. The Restorative reaches
tha
entire system, seeking the repairthroughout
of all nerve,
'itissuanaall Uood3 Bilmem
its name implies, does its
ghtClu?
-sl6eP- - 16 soothes sore and inflam-0"- a
j T5ile 70'i
heals local weaknesses and
while the Restorative, eases nervoui
.re"ewea vigor ana ambition,
""a rr"P wasted tissues,
bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Snoop's
general tonio
system. For positive local help, use as well
constitu-e9?aliJ)-

ut

$56.90

SleS

fc.7-- i

Kestoratiye-TabletsorLiquid-

Months

or San Diego

ANp

return
7-

700

One way, commencing
VLD.VV March
Ut 1910

-asa

Dr.Shoops
Night Cure
,

Limit, Six

Los Angeles

STRIPLING

BURROWS

CO.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Fe agent for particulars, time tlablei
Call on or address any Santa
to California and
Literature etc.
the Great southwest.
-

H. S. LUTZ

Agent, Santa Pe,

N. M

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

LIDS ILL

Players

ays,ND
Ellen Beach Yaw.
There is no question of the fact that
Ellen Beach Yaw is today the greatest of all coloratura sopranos, and is
at the very zenith, of her powers. Xo
lover of true music can wish for a
pleasure greater than to hear her
sing; and one must suppose that her
pleasure in gratifying that desire must
be one of the most enviable accessible
to a human being. And when one
ViUiiauifis uitr iuuuuut ul iiuic uci&i- that Miss Yaw in her career can
s
what
on her
rivers of melody will flow from her
throat and spread happiness about
to the little that we can give her in
return, except that simple acknowl-

j

w

fellow-creature-

edgment that it bankrupts our gratitude. Indications are that Santa Fe
will give her a cordial reception.
Las Cruces Hears Her.
Las Cruces, N. M., Feb. 15. The
cream of Las Cruces society and music lovers from Mesilla park and old
300
strong, head Ellen
Mesilla,
Beach Yaw in conceit A more enthusiastic and appreciative audience
never faced a singer. From the moment of her first appearance on the
stage to the period of her final bow,
she held her audience in closest touch,
and her gracious manner of responding to repeated encores endeared her
even more to the enthusiastic concourse at Armory hall. The program
and encores covered almost every
phase of human emotion depicted in
music, and the charm of her personality prevailed all. Mine. Yaw was
exceptionally fortunate in her support
for her accompanist, Mr. Currier
Deming, was par excellence. His solo
work was also good.
Miss Yaw Helps Ambitious Singers.
Says the El Paso Times:

BE

itan opera house in New York, a publisher of a well known magazine asked
me to write a column each month for
aspiring American girls who wanted
to travel the long, hard road I had
been over to develop my voice, master
five foreign languages, and the other
training which must be obtained in
order to fit one for the concert stage
or grand opera.
"I consented. Xow, each sumnier
when I am home, hundreds of these
hopeful, beautiful and cultured girls
come trooping from all corners of everywhere to have me pass judgment
on their ability. Imagine my resting.
Newsie Is a Caruso.
"I have one newsboy protege, however, who is unique. His name is
"Shorty" Brandenburg, and he lives
near me in Pasadena. He stopped
growing when very young. He is now
15 years old, but is only four feet
tall. His head, neck and vocal organs, however, are fully developed. He
has a very sweet tenor voice, and
conies three times a week for instruction. This summer he will go into
vaudeville, and his salary will be
saved to give him an education."
"What is your opinion of the class
of audiences which you have met in
the various Arizona and New Mexico
cities?" Miss Yaw was asked.

ED
LOST Between Santa Fe and Tent
City, black hi- -i mill. Five dollar
for its ret urn to Palace hotel.

Correction of Forest Boundaries Will Open Big Tracts
For Settlement
TAFT

WAX TED By capable,
energetic
business woman good correspondent,
double entry bookkeeping, etc. Any
jkind of office work for all or part of
time. Will keep small S"ts of books
Address "K ."care of
by contract.
New Mexican.

i

As It was never Intended to Put
Agricultural Lands in
Forests.

J

The examination of national forest:
boundaries carried on by the forest
officers last, summer and fall upon the
initiative of Secretary Wilson and un-der his direction, has resulted in new
information, which will make it pos-- 1
sible to restore to the unreserved pub-- '
tic (iomain much land along the edges
'
r, and within forests that is not best
suited to forest purposes. This is to j
be done under a plan just approved
by President Taft. The plan was for-- ,
mulated by Secretary Wilson and Sec-- 1
retary Ballinger jointly and submitted
to the President in the following let- ter, a copy of which has just been re-- j
ceived by Supervisor Stewart at the
local land office:
j

j
j

1

j

;
j

j

February

T,

1910.

j

i

j

well-traine- d

i

years.

"When I came back and began my
career in grand opera at the Metropol

Feb. 16. ComSpokane, "Wash.,
monwealth Power & Water Company
has been incorporated in Spokane
county by J. E. Burns, E. F. Waggoner, F. W. Dewart, L. H. Brown and
Carl Ultes, Jr., of Spokane, to expend $5,000,000 in developing power
on the Spokane, Columbia and Snake
rivers. This will be in connection
with, an extensive irrigation plant designed to supply moisture by artificial means for a large tract of land
near this city, also providing light and
power for a number of towns in the
district. The Railway Water and
Power Company was also incorporated a few days ago with a capital of
r
$2,000,000 by H. L. Moody, J. M.
and Alfred Coolidge of Spokane, to develop 35,000 horse power
within 30 miles of Spokane. Mr.
Moody president of the company, announces that he will submit a proposition to the city council to sell
horse power to the municipality
at $14 a horse power, or $6 less than
the present price, the idea being to
have the city supply it direct to the
consumer at a slight profit. It is given out that the Commonwealth Company will not enter the local field, but
will confine its energies to the tributary district.
Drum-lielle-

10,-00-

0

I

'Ti

ioMn,,;emT.,t,tartbe
EXTENSIVE TARGET PRACTICE
scattered
AT FORT SAM HOUSTON, the forest,
making elimination imprac-- j
ticable, or limited areas which are
Some Nine Thousand Men Inclusive necessarily included for a.
proper ad
of the Texas National Guard
ministrative boundary line, should be
Will Participate.
retained within the national forests.
4.
Lands not. either wbollv nr in
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 16. The part covered with timber or under-- !
coining target and field practice sea- growth,, except as provided for in the
son at the Leon Springs military res- preceding paragraphs, upon which it
ervations will be one of the most ex- is not expected to grow trees, should
tensive ever held there. It is anti- be eliminated from the national for-- I
cipated that some 9,000, inclusive of ests.
Texas militia forces will participate
We have the honor to be,
in it.
Very respectfully,
The reservation has lately been
Your obedient servants,
improved.
considerably
Separate (Signed):
JAMES WILSON.
ranges for rifle practice at various
Secretary of Agriculture.
distances have been built and a speR. A. BALLINGER.
cial skirmish field has been laid out
Secretary of the Interior,
and supplied with a new disappearing
Will Open Big Tracts.
target. An artesian well is now beA definition of the lines along which
ing bored there and will eliminate action should be taken was called for
the lack of water which formerly uy me iact tnat
reports and maps are
made the concentration of large now in tha
of the depart-- ;
possession
bodies of troops impossible.
Recentnient of agriculture which show the '
also
was
the
covered
entire tract
ly
character of the lands and the cover
with telegraph and telephone lines
and a plant generating electrical en- along the lines of the national forest
boundaries. The purpose of the de-- ;
ergy has been installed. Leon Springs
offers now one of the best maneuver partment in securing this information
was to make possible a correction of
grounds at the disposal of the United
States army and the state troops, its the boundaries on the principles now
terrain being suitable for the simula- approved bv the President, for it. has
tion of practically every condition to never been intended that the national
be confronted in active service. It is forests should include
agricultural
expected that the aeroplane will be land or grazing land not suitable for
used in the operation to ascertain its forest purposes. Plans for srathprine
the data were drawn up under Secre-- 1
value as a military means.
tary Wilson's direction a year ago,
and instructions for soin? over the
When You Need
60,000 miles of boundaries were isOrino
When
Laxative.
you sued to
Foley's
the national forest officers last
have that dull, heavy, feverish feelMay. As a result the boundaries can
ing, accompanied
by constipation. now be more
carefully corrected than
When you have headache,
indigeshas ever before been possible.
'
tion, biliousness, pain in stomach and
On the whole the changes which
bowels, then you need Foley's Orino are found to
be called for are of re- Laxative. It moves the bowels freely
lativelv minor imn'ortance. hut. in their
and gently, and thoroughly clears the
intestinal tract. It does not gripe or aggregate they open to settlement a
nauseate and cures constipation. Sold large amount of 'land. The application of the rules which the President
by all druggists.
has approved will mean the early re- ..v. . np A
nr'i r nil ( Iws nuHli,
000 000 Tacres o7 moreof nIo a! for-- 1
'

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

i

TO

FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wlm Automobile
line at Torrance for Roawell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-wel- l
at 4 a. m and arrives at Roswell
at 12. noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. tu. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. .The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
$5.80 and between Torrance and
tia
'
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
AND

1

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAILROAD

CommeQcing Moaday February 14th 1910Trains willrun as follow area.
Will leave Santa Fe 8 46 a. m.
1 Arrive
at Kansas Olty 5 50 p. m. next day
llO. 0 Arriving
at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
4.05 p. m.
leaving Torrance
Train Nn A. Arriving
at Santa Ke 9.45 p, m. '
These, trains make connections at Torrance for Passenger and Mall both Kst and
W8t bound, with trains carrying standard and tourist sleepers, chair car and
coaches

np
1

When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain

remedy had cured numerous cases of female ills, wouldn't
any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would
also benefit her if suffering with the same trouble?
Mere are two letters which prove the efficiency of Lydia
E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound.
Fitchville, Oliio. "3Iy daughter was all run
(town, suffered from pains in her side, head and
limits, and could walk but a short distance at a
tinte. Site came very near having nervous
had begun to cough a good deal,
jr:.stration,
and seemed melancholy by spells. She tried
doctors but got little help. Since taking
7 i--i t" two
Lydia E. Ptnkhams Vegetable Compound,
Biood Purifier and Liver Pills she has im
proved so much that she feels and looks liko
another girl." Mrs. C. Cole, Fitchville, Ohio.
'
''
Irasburg, Vermont. "I feel it mv dutv to
say a few words in praise of your medicine. "When I began
taking it I had been very sick with kidney and bladder troubles and nervous prostration. I am now taking the sixth bottle of Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound and find myself
greatly improved. My friends who call to see me have noticed
a great change." Mrs. A. II. Sanborn, Irasburg, Vermont.
We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will
prove to us that these letters are not genuine and truthful
or that either of these women were paid in any way for
their testimonials, or that the letters are published without
their permission, or that the original letter from each did
not come to us entirely unsolicited.
What more proof can any one ask ?
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
'"y Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. iiakhaiii, Lynn, Mass.
iYilA E PINKHAM

i

;

Will Expend Five Million Dollars on
Columbia, Snake and Other
Rivers.

WAN'TEI To rent two to five
acres, suitable for raising chickens.
San Francisco St.
Hentv Miller,

PLAN1

APPROVES

j

Covina, Calif.
Began Warbling at 7.
"You see," said she, without altering
her restful pose on a St. Regis divan,
"I am first of all an American girl,
and I began singing at seven years
of age. I went abroad to finish my
education and was gone for eight long

POWER
CONCERN INCORPORATED.;

M f.

The President, '
The White House.
"They are surprisingly responsive
Sir: After having very carefully
.
to the higher grade of music and the considered
matter of eliminations
the
most siucere and appreciative of audi- from
and additions to the national fortors."
ests, we respectfully recommend that
"Do you really think they under- the following
general policv be adopt- stand or appreciate the selections in led:
German, French, Italian or Russian
1. Lands wholly or in
part covered
which you sing?"
with brush or other undersrrowth
which protects streamfiow or checks
Sincerity the Big Factor.
"I sing mostly in English replied erosion on the watershed of
any
the artist. "But, after all, it is not a stream important to irrigation or to
question of language but of sincerity. the water supply of any city, town, or
Xo matter in what tongue the musical community, or
open lands on which
idea is clothed, if the singer is sin- trees may be grown, should be retain- cere and in entire accord with her ed within the national forests, unless
audience, it is like driving a team of their permanent value under cultiva- sense of tion is greater than their value as" a
horses the
musical mastery of your hearers is protective forest.
2. Lands wholly or in
something which holds the reins over
part covered
the backs of the spirited, yet respon- with timber or undergrowth, or cut-- i
sive, steed sand the pleasure and sat- over lands which are more valuable
isfaction and genuine enjoyment of for the production of trees than for
singing comes to me only on stich oc- agricultural crops, and lands densely
casions.
Happily, however, as the stocked with young trees having a
years pass, I am growing more and prospective value greater than the
more in command of myself, and the value of the land for
agricultural pur-- i
uniform enthusiasm which my au- poses, should be retained within the
diences have constanly evinced is a national forests.
ern states which have large amounts
3.
source of much gratification to me
Lands not either wholly or in of land in national forests.
after these arduous years."
part covered with timber or
growth, which are located above tim-- '
G a r n EST E D FOR

Counsellor-in-chie- f
and musical adviser extraordinary to the girls of all
America, Ellen Beach Yaw, the noted
soprano, yesterday explained to a reporter for the El Paso Times how she
found more leisure on concert tours
than, she did while at her charming
home among the orange groves of

BIG WATER
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DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PAsO
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4" a. in.
RETURNING
Arriving ul Paso 10,40 p. a,,
LeavlngRleaso8 00a.nl.
Santa Fe 9.45 p. ni.
Arriving
13 hours and 5 minutes Santa
Fe to Kl Paso
Commencing Monday February 11th. 1910 tho New Mexico Central R R change
time of its trains' and train No, 4 now leaving Santa Fe at 1.45 p. in., will 'leave at
8 45 a. m.
Train No. 3 now arriving at 5 45 p m. will arrive at 9.46 p. va.
These changes will provide for direst connections both East ami West bound
,
ul Torrance.

J P.LYNG,
St

Olty Freight

Passenger Agent

In

1

Th

of

the

i

s?metthing

,:er

;

1
of the forests
have yet to be mapped.
Some of the land is suitable for dry
land agriculture, though the greater
part is grazing land. In Idaho, which
has a large national forest area, about
470,000 acres will be eliminated, of
34 per cent is tillable. Elimi-- :
nations in similar proportion win De
made in a number of the other west-hree-tentlr-

s

Cures Biliousness, Sick

Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic Constipation.
Pleasant to take

;

j

KINONDUCTORS.

-

.

.

'0J

It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New

Mexican.
Herewith are some bargains nffere.l
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of tha
Territory of New Mexico. 1S97, shee
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
$C;
the two for $10.
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1S99. 1901 and 1903.
Knglish and Spanish pamphlets, SHc;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-twor more books, $1 each. Nttr
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports. Nob.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining L;.ws, 50c.
Money'
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep. $0.50; full list school blank
o

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to
with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. ;! from the east, returning arrive at. Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
passengers for No. 2
passing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounand Nos. 4 and 8
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 n. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
con-ine-

east-boun-

east-boun-

a. m.

Train arrives from the north

p. m.

COUNTY ORGANIZED TO
CATCH LAW BREAKERS.
Example What an Energetic and Efficient Peace Officer May Accomplish in Any Community.

d

at

4

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
m.
You economize greatly when
using
Dr. Snoop's new coffee substitute
known to first class grocers
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee.
A 25c 1
pound package gives 100
cups of a wonderfully satisfying table
drink.
Pure toasted grains malt,
nuts, etc., give to Health Coffee a
wholesome, and satisfying taste and
flavor. And there is not a grain of
real coffee in it Besides, Health
Coffee is "made in a minute." No 20
to 30 minutes tedious boiling. Sold
by Frank Andrews.

He Was Trained to Watch a Crossing
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 16. Farmers,
on the Northern Pacific Railroad
ranchers, orchardists and residents
But Was Corrupted.
in every settlement in Spokane county have been enlisted in the service
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 16.
of Sheriff Fred McK. Pugh to capa trained dog, which assists its ture lawbreakers. The
bailiwick has
master, John L. Brennan. in watch- - I)een so thoroughly organized that it
ing a crossing on the Northern Pacihc is almost impossible for a criminal to
railroad, is proof of the oft quoted escape, the purpose being to reduce
theory that evil associations corrupt crime to a minimum and thus save
the morals of canines as well as hu-- I life and property.
man beings. The dog was arrested
The
perfected by Thomas E.
by Humane Officer Rudersdorf on Heddle, plan,
office deputy, consists of a
complaint of the Washington Water map of all the suburban and farmPower Company on the charge of at-- I ers'
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
telephone lines in the
tacking its street car conductors in countyprivate
more than 1,300 instruwith
an outlying district in Spokane. The
exclusive of 18,000 instruments
MASONIC.
cause of the animal's depravity is its ments,
in Spokane and an independent syshabit of frequenting a saloon near tem with
10,000 phones to be comMontezuma Lodge No
its post at Division street when not
in
is commitIf
June.
a
crime
1.
A. F. & A. M. Reg
pleted
on duty. Loungers in the ginnery
in the city or in an outlying disular
communications
have derived what seemed to them ted
first Mondv of each
amusement by sicking the dog on the trict the sheriff will be able to communicate with persons near the
I'?' montn a Masonic hall
conductors, and it appeared to be a scene, advising them
to be on the
at 7.30
m.
case of abating the dog or equipping lookout
"
in the event the lawbreaker j
H. H. TORMAN,
the car men with
Thp
escapes.
Acting Master.
company believed the former course
Ten thusand residents in various ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
to be the most economical and the
result is that "Boomer" languished in parts of the county have entered into
tne Humane Society's bastile, while an alliance with Sheriff Pugh and the
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
its owner is obliged to do all the work telephone companies will
Regular con-- ;
at the crossing. Brennan has enlist- - with the officials in placing "clear
vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
ed the aid of several councilmen to lines'' at their disposal by day and by t&rf
save the dog from the crematory, j night. The sheriff has also received
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
offers from scores of farmers and
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
promising that he will not permit the
animal to visit the saloon in the fu- - stockraisers in adjoining counties to ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
with him in his work of
e"
apprehending wanted persons, and it
"
Santa Fe Commandery No.
is believed this will have the effect
MODERN MEAT PACKING
1, K. T. Regular conclave
of reducing crime to the lowest point.
PLANT AT SPOKANE.
fourth Monday in each
'The people of Spokane county are
month at Masonic Hall at
and thev are in favor nf
7:30 p. m.
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 16. Official enforcing the laws." said Sheriff
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
announcement is made by E. H. Stan-- 1 pugn
"They have promised to as- Ton tnal work
begin early in sist our office in every way in rid- - W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
March upon a modern meat packing ding the county of stock thieves and
plant for E- - H- Stanton & Company, other criminals and making it so hot
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
t0 be erected to East Spokane at a that lawbreakers will fear to come 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
cos of W.000,000.
The plant and into this county."
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
yaras, occupying to acres, will give
on the third Monday of each month
skilled butcher
employment to
Most people know the feeling, and at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
and laborers. The company is inde- the miserable state of ill health it in- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
pendent of the combine and may en- - dicates. All people should know that Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corHoney and Tar, the greatest dially invited to attend.
Tne abattoir will be of steel and con- - Foley's
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
throat
and
lung remedy, will quickly
crete and will be equipped with mod-pe- r cure
Venerable Master.
soreness
rethe
and
and
cough
ern machlnery for
beef, store a normal condition. Ask
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
for
A
pork and mutton for
Secretary.
Honey and Tar. Sold by
poultry dressing establishment will Foley's
s
Stripling-Burrow& Co.
also De added The macnlnery
be
B. P. O. E.
driven by electricity. The company
Santa
Fe
No. 460. B. P. O. E..
Lodge
owns several thousand sheep, cattle
The New Mextca.i Printing Com-pfln- y
and hogs in various parts 'of the
has on hand a large supply of holds, its regular session on the second
fourth
and
each
of
Wednesday
and
has more than 3,000
country
pads and tablets suitable for .school
tie now being fed in stalls near here. work, the desk, and also for lawyers j month. Visiting brothers are invited
DAVID KNAPP,
Ttie company has been in the city and merchants: eood everywhere. Wn ana welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
since territorial days.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
2

'tT3
f

pSj

r5
vmt

law-abidi-

-

w

png

cat-whic-h

Secretary.

RIND
Laxative Frail Syrnp

Cleanses the system

thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

It is fuarantaed

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St.. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
K. R. S.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,

"

'
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CASH
BAKERY
GROCERY
HIGH PKICS
4

No.

No.

Minor City Topics.
(Continued From Kage Two.)

4

ier

Bananas,

Hull coffee,
lbs
White House coffee, 2
lbs
Dates, new and fresh, 2
lbs
One pound new Seeded
Raisins
One pound Cleaned Cur-

rants

Grapefruit, new crop, 10c
$1.10
each, per doz
Oranges, per doz. ..25 to 55c
Fine celery, 2 bunches ..15c

Extra

Good

Tomatoes,

for
Sweet Corn, per can .
15 to
Canned. Fruits,
10, 15, 20,
Salmon
Columbian Milk, 3 for
25c, thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
Xo.

thirteen for

.10c
35c
25c
1.00

$1.00

..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb
1909 Walnuts,

per

lb.

Ml 4

75c
25c
10c
10c

5c. lb.

Cabbage and Parsnips,
per lb
.....4c
25c
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleansers. . ,25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim15c
neys, 2 for

25c

2

!

75c

Best Patent Flour. sk...$1.65
Fresh Corn Meal. 24 lbs.. 65c
Potatoes, cwt. $1.45, 14
25c
lbs

Sweet Potatoes

5c. lb.

j

j

2

Fresh Kansas egS, dz.37
Fresh Estaiicia eggs, dz..40c
50c
Freeh City eggs, doz
Butter, Merritt's Best,
75c
per lb. 40c, 2 lbs
Butter, Creamery,
good
35c
per lb
Lemons, new crop, per dz.25c

.

14.

F. ANDREWS

PARISIAN CLEN1NQ & DVE WORKS
--

FRRNCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING- -

WE CLEAN. PRESS AND
LADIES
OLD

AND

GENTS

REPAIR

WE ALSO CLEAN

CLOTHES

SATISFACTK

GOWNS, OPERA

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

TIES. PARASOLS, ETC.

MADE NEW.

HATS

)N UVA It A NT

K

15

PRICES REASONABLE

I).

Ladies tailoring,
gowns
evening
and wraps, by a modiste, 107 Johnson
Street.
r UJi KiiAT ! urnisuea rooms ior
lijrht
housekeeping, southern expos-- j
'
un. 103 Guadalupe street,
j
Change of Ad Attention is called
to the change of advertisement of
s
Stripling-Burrow& Co., in
today's
issue.
Crushed to Death Brakeman Jesse
McFerran on the night coal train out
Colfax county, was caught
j of Hebron,
between two cars and crushed to
death.
LoNew Railroad From Carlsbad
cal capital at Carlsbad, Eddy county,
is organizing a company to build to
Knowles, Monument and Lovington
in the Plains country to the Texas
line.
Skeletons in Cave In the famous
guano caves 20 miles northwest of
Carlsbad, Eddy county, Constable Gordon discovered tnree skeletons partially covered by guano. Nearby was
the skeleton of a bear.
Red
Light District
Depreciates
Property More than 150 property
owners have petitioned tt 3 city council at Albuquerque to remove the Red
Light district from North Third street,
as the district depreciates the value
of property.
Two Bodies in One Grave The
bodies of Mrs. Alma E. Brown, of
Epworth, la., and Dudley E. Seldon,
of New York City, daughter and son
l,
of Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Selden, of
both of whom died recently,
were buried in one wide grave in the
Southside cemetery at Roswell.
Ticket The
Alamogordo Citizens'
citizens of Alamogordo have put up
a ticket for the first municipal election on February 28. The nominations
are: Judge Byron Sherry, mayor;
George C. Scipio, J. J. Hill, Henry
!S. Evans and W. G. Roe, trustees.
Carlos E. Thomas was nominated for
city clerk.
Jacobson Gets Judgment Judge Abbott yesterday gave judgment at Al- buquerque in the case of Peter Jacob- son vs. Perfecto Armijo et al., in
which plaintiff sought to recover $800
for alleged damages to his property by
an invasion of defendant's cattle. The
court gave judgment in the sum of

I

Barrington

35c

doz

Agua Fria road. She was 19 years
of age and was born and educated
here, where she had many friends.
Tim funeral will take place at 8
o'clock tomorrow morning from the
Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe. Interment, will be made in Rosario cemetery. The Wagner undertaking establishment will have charge of the
funeral arrangements.
Miss Ellen Beach Yaw, the famous
soprano, arrived this noon from Albuquerque and is a guest of Mrs.
George W. Prichard, at the Otero
l'onie on Washington avenue.
Accused of Stealing a House
to the Roy Spanish American,
Joseph H. Malone was brought into
justice of the peace court, to answer
the charge of "having stolen the log
house of Miss Nieves Esquibel and
having hauled it to his homestead
claim. Malone was bound over to the
grand jury in $250 bond after the
court had gone out to his homestead
to view the house.
Raton Wants to Send a Special
TrainNot only Las Vegas, but Raton
also, according to the Daily Range, is
planning to send a special train to
the'Mills inauguration at Santa Fe.
Raton Man Falls Out of Window and
Dies Harry M. Fox, who has been
staying at the Santa Fe lodging room,
was found dead on the one story section house roof below his window
while ill. Fox was an old railroader.

j
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Buggies and Saddle Horses

Keyless Postoffice Boxes Are a
Nuisance "If the people are too lazy
to lock up their combination boxes in
the postoffice," said night chief of police, Tobe Stewart, at Roswell, "they
ought to be robbed." There are 600
combination boxes in the postoffice
and at 2:30 in the morning
policeman Stewart found 1C9 boxes opened
or unlocked.
Miss Romero Dead Miss Concep-cio- n
Romero died of pneumonia yesterday at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bentura Romero on the

Fifty Years
the Standard
13
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CREAM
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Made from Grapes
Makes the food of
superior healthfulness
and finest Quality

BUTTE FACES SHUT DOWN
OF MINING OPERATIONS.
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Employers Refuse to Make Concessions to Hoisting Engineers of
International Union.
Butte, Montana, Feb. 16. A shut
down of mining operations in the
Butte district is threatened by the
action of the majority of the hoisting engineers in deserting their posts
this morning when concessions from
the mine owners in the matter of
jurisdictional disputes was not forthcoming. The men involved are members of the International Engineer's
Union.
Only four of the Amalgamated
mines are" working this morning. All
other mines of the district are tied up.
CALIFORNIA LIMITED
TO BE A REAL FLYER.
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Phone 132 Red.

16, 1910.
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Are coming dow n and we are
always the first to let you know it

Wednesday, February

Will Make Trip From Chicago to Los
Angeles in Less Than Sixty-Fiv- e
Hours.
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 16. One
of the fastest rtains in the world will
be put into the transcontinental service on Sunday by the Santa Fe. The
new flyer "California (Limited" will
cut; Seven and a half hours off the
running time between Los Angeles
and Chicago. The new7 schedule will
be sixty-fou- r
and a half hours.

"REST

sure you that it is often forgotten
FOOD." that rest is just as important as a
suitable diet. A man, spends about
d
of his life in bed; that is,
Tourists Must Have Both in Hotels,
he ought to, and if he does not do it
Declares Col. Moss of Windy
when he is well he will spend all of
City.
it in bed as a sick mii."
"I am anxious to see good tourist
Colonel Leopold Moss, known all
over the country as the inventor of hotels built all over the country and
a ventilated mattress, and whose it is true that I have put money in a
home is in the windy city, arrived number of them and I hope that Santa
here today and will be one of the Fe will make the De Vargas project
a reality."
speakers at the Elks theater tonight
when the De Vargas hotel enthusiasts
and citizens of Santa Fe generally EDWARD PAYSON WESTON
will get together. An enthusiastic
NEAR GRAND CANON.
meeting is looked forward to especially since the Board of Trade and the Left Williams, Ariz., This
Morning,
Commercial Club will attend the '
on His Great Walking Trip
a
in
body.
meeting
Across Continent.
"There is a great deal of talk about
hotels now adays," said the Colonel,
Grand Canyon, Ariz., Feb. 16. Ed"and of course this is but natural.
When a man is traveling he is look- ward Payson Weston the aged pedestrian who is making an ocean to
ing for his money's worth and a good ocean
walking trip against time from
time and if he does not get a
Los
to New York, is expectAngeles
is
But
good hotel he
naturally upset.
ed
to
arrive
here
tonight. He arrived
while there is much talk about the
meals served in hotels I want to as at Williams, Arizona, last night and
continued his journey this morning.
AS IMPORTANT
AS GOOD
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Tailoring Department

White and Fancy Vests

Tailoring is smart a good cutter is an" artist
A cutter may cut the cloth to your dimensions
but sometime a man's dimensions are out of
proportion or deformed Then What?
A good cutler if necessary, improves on
nature by his art; he makes up for wnat
nature left undone. If nature slighted you
in any way leave it to our cutter. If nature
hasn't cut you out for a rich man we can
remedy that to some extent making you
look rich in one of our new suits at a low
price. The Spring fabrics are now in.
Suitings and Trousering and Vesting from
some of the best looms of the world.

We have a spleodid showing of WHITE
VESTS worn on all occassions. Swell, arn't
they? Single breasted made from best
washable materials cut exactly right and
handsome as can be. Wear a white vest if
you want to keep up with the procession
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PRICES
$1.25, $2.00; $2.50 & $3.50
--

;

FANCY VESTS

A fancy Vest is always right.

$20.00 to $50.00 per suit
Trousers from
$4.50 to $10.00

From

It is rich
looking and always be worn by a good
dressers. Let us show you the new ones
in Worsted, Fancy Wool and Silks; all new

patterns,

Come take a look at our fancy patterns. No

fancy prices here.
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PRICES

$2.00, $2.50,
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THIS AD WILL BE OP
INTEREST TO SMART
DRESSERS

I

$3.50,

4.00 and $5.00

This store is the home of
HART SCHAPFNER &
MARX clothes.
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SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO.

